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Abstract
The reduction in price of solar PV technology led, in the recent years, multiple investors to
apply for installing new solar PV power plants in Portugal which would operate without
subsidies or feed-in-tariffs. In 2016 it was reported the approval of construction of such
power plants and given the low variable cost of this technology it is expected that their
penetration would reduce the electricity market prices. Hence, before doing the economic
assessment of potential new solar PV power plants included in this regime it is important
to quantify the impact that these units themselves would have on the market prices, and
consequently on their revenues. This thesis aims to calculate this potential maximum
impact of a given scenario of 480 MWp with every solar PV producer in it willing to
produce at 0 e/MWh.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Unlike to what happens with other forms of energy, the impossibility of storing electricity
in large scale developed a very complex and dynamic electricity system. Being incapable of
producing now the consumption of the future requires the system to maintain a constant
equilibrium between current supply and demand.
With the Portuguese and Spanish electricity markets merged with a competitive regime
means that at a each moment in the Iberian peninsula the market price and transacted
energy result from the demand and supply equilibrium. More specifically, the daily market
timeline is divided in periods of one hour and for each of these, on the day before and based
on predictions of what will be the consumption and production conditions, producers and
suppliers bid a certain volume at a specific price which result in a demand and supply
curves. Thus, these curves intersections dictate a price and transacted energy for each hour
of every day energy in this pool, where producers and suppliers negotiate the electricity
before this is sold to consumers.
Therefore, the electricity market more than any other consumable good market expe-
riences constant price variations, both in the long and the short run due to three main
factor. Firstly, as the environmental conditions and technical restrictions vary at every
hour the available energy mix on the supply side varies with it. Since each technology
has its own corresponding cost, the supply curve can assume completely different shapes
in two consecutive hours. Secondly, this same principle can also be applied to a much
larger timescale. With the Portuguese energy mix integrating technologies such as ther-
mal power plants and dams for hydro power, which production cost depend on factors
such as global oil price and annual rainfall, respectively, the shape of the supply curve
will also experience variations correlated to these parameters which occur much slower
than the first, typically associated to an whole year or month. Thirdly, the volume of
demand will also affect the price fixed at each hour, increasing the prices at periods of
high demand such as early evening on a daily basis and months of extreme temperatures
on an annual basis, and decreasing them on periods of low demand. In conclusion, it is
clear that being the electricity market a competitive playground its prices will constantly
experience variations but will always get closer to the marginal costs of each production
technology as competition increases.
Furthermore, on top of the variable cost of electricity negotiated in the pool market,
there are additional tariffs charged to consumers that represent other costs of the system
such as transmission, distribution and system’s general costs. While the first two are quite
stable and represent cost of technology maintenance and infrastructure investments, which
hardly could be avoided, the last includes, among other, the cost associated to policies
implemented in the electricity system, which have proved that can be quite damaging
for consumers and possibly could be avoided. A typical example of this is the cost that
renewable generation subsidies implied to the Portuguese system. To promote renewable
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production the government created a remuneration regime for producers of this type fixing
a price for all the energy these generated clearly above the pool market prices. These
subsidized tariffs were called feed-in-tariffs and the difference between them and market
prices has been accounted as a system’s general cost and charged to consumers in the final
price.
Thus, it is clear that the electricity price is sensitive to both technical, economic and
legislative measures in the long and short run. At the same time, with the consumption of
electricity increasing every year its price volatility has also been gaining an ever increasing
attention and submitted to deeper analysis and studies.
This thesis was proposed after being reported that the Portuguese electricity market
regulator has approved, in 2016, the construction of several solar PV power plants in
Portugal which will not benefit from any subsidized tariff and therefore will compete in the
liberalized market with every other technology. Given the fact that the penetration of these
producers will most likely decrease the market prices, it is important that they calculate
their impact in the market before estimating potential revenues considering current market
prices. In fact, there will be a saturation point for the market where the entrance of an
additional MW of solar PV, or of another technology with equally low variable cost, will
push the market prices below the limit that sets the edge of a profitable investment.
Hence, and considering the sensitivity of electricity prices, it was established as final
objective of this thesis to attempt to quantify the maximum impact that such solar PV
penetration would have on the Portuguese electricity market prices. Consequently, it will
be assumed the penetration of 480 MWp of cumulative capacity, which is the scenario of
approved production units in Portugal described on the most recent reports. Nevertheless,
the model used for such calculation could be applied to any other solar PV capacity
dimension.
The study will firstly go through an analysis of the evolution of the market and its
current situation, in chapter 2. Then, in chapter 3, it will be done a review of the legal
framework regarding solar PV technology in order to to get an idea of the political strate-
gies applied so far and correlate them with the evolution of the market. Finally, the model
used to quantify the impact established as final objective will be described in chapter 4
and its results presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
The Portuguese Electricity Market
2.1 Evolution
2.1.1 Building the Market
Electricity arrived to Portugal in the late XIX century and since then that its production,
trading and consumption has been increasing exponentially. First it appeared in Lisbon,
through a company called Lisbonense, to replace some gas lamps of a some streets of the
city by electric bulbs [15]. In 1891 this company merged with the gas company of Lisbon
to create the first official electricity production and distribution company, which was called
”Companhias Reunidas de Ga´s e Electricidade” (CRGE). Nearly ten years later, in 1903,
the company began the expansion of the electricity production sector with the construction
of the Boavista power plant, in Bele´m, to supply the city Lisbon and the Ouro power
plant in 1908 to supply city of Porto. However, the simultaneous growth of electricity
consumption in Lisbon led to the construction of an additional thermal power plant next
to the Tejo river, firstly in 1908, and secondly its upgrade in 1914 which set the end of the
first boom on the electricity sector. On the following years it kept increasing but slower,
with political entities questioning the scarcity and high price of the natural resources,
namely coal, which was the major consumed fuel by then. The exploitation of rivers to
produce electricity, which was already being used but in some smaller cities around the
country, was then becoming an attractive alternative for the national strategy considering
its reliability, abundance and sustainability. With hydro power gaining popularity and the
constitution of the first Portuguese Hydro-Power Company in 1918, the country was still
far from having a strong electricity production mix and something that could be called
an electricity market since there was no legislation controlling the sector or a national
grid to transport the electricity. Thus, on the following two decades the development
of the electricity generation and distribution was frequently discussed among political
parties with voices arguing that an investment on the hydro power sector would be the
main driver to boost the economy, yet being unsuccessful. In the 40s, the post World
War II global economic conditions rose coal prices and increased its scarcity harming
the financial situation of Portugal, which finally highlighted the importance of having
a diversified and independent energy mix and led to the design of new strategy for the
creation of a sustainable national electrification[59].
In 1944 the national electricity industry was finally legislated through the approval
of the Law 2002, which regulated the production, transmission and distribution of elec-
tricity, as it specified the national preference for hydro power. The following years were
characterized by the actual electrification of the country and the construction of new hy-
dro power plants, which in 1951 changed completely the national situation with their grid
integration setting the beginning of a golden decade for hydro power and a second boom
for the electricity generation sector. In figure 2.1 it is possible to see that between 1950
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and 1960 the capacity installed of hydro power plants went from 152,8 MW to 1085,2 MW,
the thermal power plants went from 192,4 MW to 249,8 MW and the generated power
per inhabitant rose from 99,3 kWh/inhabitant to 338,9 kWh/inhabitant which equals a
annual growth of 13,2%, nearly the double than the decade before.
Figure 2.1: Quantitative evolution of the electricity generation market between the 30s and 90s [56]
In the meanwhile, after 1951, the Tejo thermal power plant owned by the CREG which
had been supplying the city of Lisbon for half a century was pushed away to operate
as backup for one of the new hydro power plants, in Castelo de Bode, now the main
responsible for supplying the capital. Therefore, the CREG that had been operating as
producer and distributor became only a distributor. On the following decades the market
kept growing using mainly hydro and thermal power, yet slower than the golden decade
of the 50s.
In 1974, the political revolution against the authoritarian government ruling in Por-
tugal brought significant changes into the electricity market. While the authoritarian
regime had established that the companies operating in the sector had to be Portuguese
1, which resulted in a set of 13 private companies, the post revolution government forced
the nationalization of these 13 companies, listed below, and merged them into one public
company responsible for both production, transportation and distribution stages called
”Electricidade de Portugal” (EDP). [46]:
1. AES - Alianc¸a Ele´ctrica do Sul, S.A.R.L
2. CEAL - Companhia Ele´ctrica do Alentejo e Algarve, S.A.R.L
3. CEB - Companhia Ele´ctrica das Beiras, S.A.R.L
4. CHENOP - Companhia Hidroele´ctrica do Norte de Portugal, S.A.R.L
5. CRGE - Companhias Reunidas de Ga´s e Electricidade, S.A.R.L
6. CPE - Companhia Portuguesa de Electricidade, S.A.R.L
7. ED - Empresa Duriense, Lda
8. EHEC - Empresa Hidroele´ctrica do Coura, S.A.R.L
9. EHESE - Empresa Hidroele´ctrica da Serra da Estrela, S.A.R.L
1The companies could be foreigners but their financial capital had to be mostly Portuguese
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10. HEAA - Hidroele´ctrica do Alto Alentejo, S.A.R.L
11. HEP - Hidroele´ctrica Portuguesa, S.A.R.L
12. SEOL - Sociedade Ele´ctrica do Oeste, Lda
13. UEP - Unia˜o Ele´ctrica Portuguesa, S.A.R.L
After becoming the only company operating in the sector and the responsible for all
of the the supply chain, EDP priority was to make electricity a universal good for any
citizen of Portugal. Since many rural areas still were not electrified the 70s and 80s were
decades of expansion of the national grid and investment electricity generation facilities.
In fact as mentioned in [43], during the 80s the investments in electricity corresponded to
70% of the total basic infrastructure investments.
In the 90s2, after having expanded the national grid the priority was to improve the
electricity service quality and to diversify the national energy mix, concern which had
been growing since the late 70s after the global oil crisis of 1974 and 1979. Consequently,
and as it will be better explained in chapter 3.1, in 1988 the legislation started allowing
small producers to inject power into the grid as long as it came from renewable sources or
sources of Portuguese origin. In the early 90s the benefits of a competitive market were
a topic of discussion which led to a completely reorganization of the electric system and
EDP vertical disintegration - could not own more than one sequential part of the supply
chain anymore. Consequently, a national TSO, under the name of REN, was created
to transport high voltage electric power and a new remuneration system was designed
to promote renewable generation. Progressively, the electric system was opened to new
companies to increase the competition and in 1995 it was created the Independent Electric
System, which was private and responsible for all the production of electricity coming from
renewable sources, hydro power units below 10 MW, cogeneration units, and producers,
distributors and consumers3 of medium and high voltage which did not want to be attached
to the public electric system, SEP. In the following years the remuneration of renewable
energies was increased several times fostering the investment from the private sector in
the field which brought even more competition into the market.
At this point the renewable technologies integrating the energy system were included
in a so called special regime or PRE, which benefited from a special subsidized tariff called
feed-in-tariff. More specifically, the PRE included the following generation technologies:
1. Hydro power units up to 10 MW;
2. That uses any renewable source;
3. That uses residues - urban, industrial and agricultural;
4. Based on cogeneration technology;
In 2006 a new revolution shook the market, firstly the new legislation liberalized com-
pletely the electricity market and secondly the Spanish and Portuguese governments fi-
nally merged their markets into a single Iberian market called MIBEL[42]. Hence, after
September 2006, producers and suppliers from all around the peninsula could match their
selling and buying orders with members of both countries in a competitive market. Since
these international transactions would require the usage of the transmission and distribu-
tion grids, which were the only segments still under public administration, these would
attribute their available capacity to the contracts negotiated on the competitive market
that required them and suppliers when charging the final tariffs to consumers would in-
clude a share corresponding to these grids access cost. This unification of markets would
2Actually the process started in 1988 with Law Decree 189/88
3Were obliged to consume a minimum of 100 GWh/year
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of the electricity transmission grid [17].
require the two countries to be technically well connected so that agents from each side
could trade electricity freely, as in a true competitive market.
As the already existing three 220 kV and two 400 kV lines connecting the two countries
were not enough for the MIBEL initiative, the plan designed in the early 2000s was to
reinforce the 220 kV lines and to construct two additional 400 kV and to reinforce one of
the original 400 kV lines before 2007. As planned, by the end of 2006 there were seven
transmission lines connecting Portugal and Spain, four 400 kV and three 220 kV, yet with
still two of the 220 kV and one of the 400 kV not fully operational. Hence, as can be seen in
figure 2.4 the exports of electricity from Portugal decreased in 2006 and 2007 due to such
technical operations until that in 2008 the transmission capacity was finally improved.
Between 2009 and 2010, two of the 220 kV were replaced twice for two new 220 kV, and
in 2010 another 400 kV was constructed. Finally, in 2014 a last 400 kV line was added
to the system connecting the south of Portugal to Andalucia, which established a total
of 9 international lines between the two countries [48–52]. To conclude, when comparing
the values of 2003 and 2011 it is possible to see that between those years the maximum
transmission capacity on PT-ES4 direction increased nearly from 1250 MW to 2400 MW
and the on the ES-PT direction from 1500 MW to 2400 MW. These values remained
constant until that in 2014, with the entrance of the new 400 kV line, the maximum
capacity rose to 2800 MW on PT-ES direction and to 3000 MW on the ES-PT direction
and due to frequent upgrades in 2016 these values were already at 3500 MW for ES-PT
and at 4000 MW for PT-ES[53].
As result, when comparing the first stages of MIBEL, where in 2008 the system had
different prices for each country, which occurs when lines are congested, during more than
60% of the time, with the situation in 2015, where this value was reduced to 2% it is clear
the advancements towards a real single Iberian market. A more detailed description of
the functioning of the market and of the transmission lines between the two countries will
4Portugal to Spain
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Figure 2.3: Evolution of International Lines [48, 50, 52].
be provided in chapter 2.2.
To conclude and returning to the market structure, it is important to mention the
events of 2012 in the Portuguese region. After the global economic crisis of 2008 the
financial stability of Portugal hit the most critical conditions in 2011-2012 with the In-
ternational Monetary Fund controlling the national expenses. During this period the
government urged to look for any source of income and consequently, in 2012 the two
most important companies operating in the Electricity sector, the TSO REN and the
DSO EDP sold the remaining shares that belonged to the Portuguese state to the foreign
companies State Grid of China and Three Gorges, respectively. Thus, the electric sector
is today supervised by the Portuguese government but this does not operate any its ac-
tivities, having the production and retailing as competitive regimes and the transmission
and distribution under control of two companies being merely its supervisor.
2.1.2 The Energy Mix
In Portugal, as mentioned above the production of electricity began in the early 20th
century with conventional thermal and hydro power plants. For nearly a century all the
production of electricity in the country was based on these two technologies until that
in the 21st century new alternatives such as cogeneration or renewable integrated the
production mix. In this section, it will be done a review of the evolution of the Portuguese
energy mix responsible for the electricity generation considering each relevant technology
individually.
Thermal Power
The principle of a thermal power plants was derived from the old steam reciprocating
engine using the heat released from fuel combustion to increase steam temperature and
pressure, make it rotate a turbine end up producing electricity [22]. Probably because
it was the most developed technology at the time, thermal power plants were the first
reliable source of electric energy in the country. As mentioned in the section above, in
1903 a coal thermal power plant located in Bele´m started supplying the city of Lisbon,
which was where most of the electricity consumption was concentrated [59], and since then
four important periods marked the evolution of thermal power plants.
The first period began in the late XIX century, lasted until 1951 and it was marked by
a steady electricity production growth exclusively using coal. During this time the vast
majority of the total production was obtained from imported coal in 1930 and 1950 its
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Figure 2.4: Transmission capacity between Portugal and Spain from 2003 to 2011 [51, 53].
Figure 2.5: Average transmission capacity and market splitting shares from 2008 to 2016. [57, 58].
production rose from 170 GWh to 505 GWh[6], as represented in figure 2.6. However, the
second period was characterized by the decrease of thermal production. In 1951 the Law
2002 of 1944 prioritized hydro power over fossil fuels and rapidly the production of thermal
power plants was reduced to nearly one fifth. In 1952 it was already to 144 GWh, and
for two decades these plants kept producing at really low levels compared to the first half
of the century, while total national production and consumption kept increasing. In fact,
comparing the years of 1950 and 1960 in figure 2.1 it is possible to see that the thermal
power plants contribution to the total production went from 54% to just 5%. The third
period started in 70s with the exponential consumption growth and mass electrification
explained in section 2.1. resulting in the construction of several new thermal power plants
as it can be seen in figures 2.1 and 2.6 and lasted until the 2000s [6, 56]. In this period
fuel oil and natural gas power plants were integrated in the energy mix. The fourth and
last period, which lasts until the today, is defined by the stagnation of thermal power
plants investments being these responsible for the steady and reliable production when
renewables are not sufficient [44].
There are three types of thermal power plants in Portuguese energy system. Coal power
plants, fuel-oil power plants and natural gas power plants. Coal generation units were the
first to be introduced being responsible for most of the national production until the 1950
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of thermal and hydro power plants from 1930 to 1975. [6].
and during the 90s after the construction of the Sines thermal power plant of 1200 MW,
still the biggest generation facility in Portugal. Fuel-oil power plants were introduced in
the 70s supplying the majority of the consumption during the 70s and 80s, however since
the beginning of the XXI century that the technology had been losing its production share
and in 2012 the last fuel oil power plant installed in Portugal was shutdown. The third
type, natural gas power units were only introduced to the sector in 1997 as a cogeneration
technology, meaning that produces heat and electricity in the same combustion cycle, but
rapidly became the main thermal power plant technology in the energy mix by surpassing
coal production in the mid 2000s.
Hydro Power
Hydro power is together with thermal the oldest technology used to generate electricity
in Portugal. Although it has the unpredictability issue related to its dependence on rain,
this technology has two main advantages over the fossil fuel alternative, firstly it is more
environmental friendly and the its source does not have to be imported.
The first hydro power plants were concluded in 1894 and 1985 in the north of Portugal
and by the end the of the century the public lighting of Braga was already being fed by
one of those plants with three 125 hp5 turbines. Until 1930 several hydro power plants
almost all between 100 kW and 2 MW, excluding the Lindoso power plant that in 1922
was activated producing electricity with 7,5 MW turbines, were constructed to supply
local consumption in remote villages or industries.
Between the 1930 and 1950 the hydro power industry was represented by a dissemina-
tion of small power plants, with nearly one hundred of hydro power units and five hundred
thermal units operating but producing small amounts of energy and at excessive prices. In
fact, in 1940 all these small units combined generated less than the three biggest existing
power plants in Portugal, which were the Lindoso power plant that had been upgraded
in 15 MW since the original project and the two thermal units supplying Lisbon. In the
51 Horsepower = 0.7457 kW
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.7: (a)Thermal gross production since 1930. Adapted from [6–10, 56].(b)Thermal installed capacity. [47]
50s, resulting from the Law 2002 of 1944 promoting hydro generation, the so called golden
era for hydro power began with several heavy hydro units construction being completed.
During this decade almost 1000 MW of hydro power were installed, with the 139 MW
hydro power unit of Castelo de Bode replacing the thermal facilities and becoming the
main electricity supplier of Lisbon and with another two 180 MW and 174 MW hydro
power units constructed in the north being the most notorious.
Considering that between 1950 and 1960 the total hydro power production increased
from 941,8 GWh to 3263,5 GWh and its contribution increased from 46% to 95% it is
clear the impact that this industry gained in ten years. However, due to the increase of
consumption and impossibility to keep growing the hydro power sector infinitely, on the
following decade two heavy thermal units were constructed slowing down the industry of
hydro power and its impact on total production. The decades of the 70s and 80s were
a continuation of the 60s, with the hydro power sector growing, yet much slower than
the consumption and thermal production. From the 90s until today the increase of hydro
power installed relied in the construction of less but bigger power plants, as it is possible
to see in figure 2.8b the clear steps of 1992, when a 630 MW hydro power facility was
installed in Alto Lindoso, 2003, when another of 240 MW was constructed in Alqueva,
and 2011 when other two combining 436 MW started its operations in the Douro river [6,
45, 47, 56].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.8: (a) Total hydro gross production since 1930. Data extracted from: [6, 45, 56].(b) Hydro Power Installed
[47]
Wind Power
Just as it happened with hydro power in the 50s, wind power was introduced to the Por-
tuguese energy sector due to two obvious reasons: its beneficial environmental impact
and to decrease the energy dependency on imported sources. Furthermore, wind power
could also improve the supply reliability and help on the control of technical parameters
of the grid such as frequency control[3]. In that regard, in the 90s the electric system was
reorganized with the legislation promoting competition and the entrance of renewables in
the generation mix, as it will be explained better in chapter 3, and wind power plants
projects started to appear. In 1996 the first wind park was installed in Portugal’s main
land6 and since then that has been the most present renewable technology in the Por-
tuguese energy sector[61]. By the end of 2001 the installed capacity in the country was
already 134 MW and three years later, in 2004, it had quadrupled. In 2005 an important
legislative measure influenced the growth of renewables, the Law Decree 33-A/2005 in-
creased the feed-in-tariffs, and attracted many investors. Consequently, and only because
the development of the wind power technology allowed it, from 2005 to 2010 Portugal
witnessed an exponential growth of wind power penetration in its electric system. As [20]
describes for the similar Spanish situation, this growth was the result of a combination
of legislative, technical and economic conditions. At the same time the government was
6In 1992 the first wind park was installed Madeira island.
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promoting renewable generation, these technologies were becoming more efficient and a
global economic crisis was erupting. In the late 2000s private investors saw an opportunity
to invest in this already reliable wind power technology for which they would be paid a fix
amount per unit of energy generated independently from the market conditions making
it a very safe investment in a period of economic instability. Consequently, by the end
2010 the the installed capacity in Portugal’s was already 4500 MW, nearly 6,5 times the
700 MW installed in the beginning of 2005, equivalent to an annual growth rate of 36%.
Since 2010 until today the expansion has been much slower, with an average growth of
3%, mainly due to the overcost that the feed-in-tariffs implied to the national electric sys-
tem and which resulted in a promotion retreat in terms of subsidized tariffs and conceded
operation licenses.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.9: (a) Total wind power generation. Data extracted from [45].(b) Cumulative wind power installed
capacity. Data extracted from [45].
Solar PV
Similarly to wind power, Solar PV technology entered the energy mix quite recently when
the combination of the three parameters legislative, technical and economical allowed it.
The Law Decree that in 2005 increased the remuneration of wind power did the same for
solar PV (see table 3.2), in fact photovoltaic was the technology that most benefited from
this incentive setting its remuneration above all the others. Such privilege was mainly
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because it was one of the most expensive renewable technologies and because there was
great potential for the sector to be well developed in Portugal being this one of the most
sunniest countries of Europe [60]. Hence, the first solar PV power plants were installed in
2006 and in 2008 the biggest solar PV farm in Europe, with 46 MW, was constructed in
Portugal. The expansion since then has been consistent, with an average annual growth
of 66% [19], yet not even getting closer to wind power in terms of cumulative capacity.
In solar PV it is important to differentiate the type of production between micro, mini
production and normal power plants production. Micro and mini production are special
regimes designed to allow consumers to generate power up to 5 kW and 250 kW of power,
respectively, at their properties and then sell it to the grid. These regimes were presented
through Law Decrees 363/2007 and 34/2011 and since their integration that the total
installed solar PV capacity and production has been heavily influenced by them, being
today responsible for more than 30% of the total production as figure 2.10a represents.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.10: (a) Total solar power generation distributed between normal production, miniproduction and mi-
croproduction. Data extracted from [19].(b) Cumulative solar PV power installed capacity. Data extracted from
[19].
Biomass
Biomass technology transforms natural residues, like forestry residues, urban solid residues
or industrial organic waste into heat and electricity. In Portugal this technology has been
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implemented either as conventional thermal power plants or as cogeneration power plants,
producing heat and electricity with the same combustion (as natural gas combined cycle
power plants mentioned before). The introduction of biomass into the electricity sector
was a bit different than the other renewable technologies mentioned before, arising not
only from political interest on decreasing the CO2 emissions of the country, on diversifying
the energy mix or creating new industries to enrich the economy, but also due to the paper
and pulp industry in which the country is very strong. This industry transforms wood
and forestry residues into paper or pulp leaving some residues at the end of the process,
which can then be used as fuel on biomass power plants. Obviously, these companies
saw biomass power generation as a potential secondary business since they already had
the primary source required for it. In addition, since biomass power plants also consume
forestry waste and are typically located on rural areas the implementation of these would
bring two beneficial side effects for the country, that were the creation of jobs in these rural
under populated villages and helped cleaning the forests decreasing the risk of natural fires
[23].
When grouping the different technologies, biogas and urban solid residues (USR) power
plants are typically considered in the same category than biomass technology since they
also consume organic matter or waste to generate electricity.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.11: (a) Total biomass power generation including cogeneration, no cogeneration, biogas and urban solid
residues. Data extracted from [18, 19].(b) Cumulative biomass installed capacity. Data extracted from [18, 19].
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In the 1990s, the first biomass power plants were installed in Portugal and they used
cogeneration technology. Plants with no cogeneration, just as biogas and USR, only ap-
peared in 1999 in smaller projects and by the end of that year there were installed 441 MW
in total of biomass, biogas and USR power plants. In the late 2000s, the feed-in-tariffs es-
tablished for this renewable technology attracted investment into the activity which forced
the expansion represented in figure 2.11b.
The mix
In conclusion, until the XXI century the available sources of electricity in Portugal were
either hydro or fossil fuels with both of them dominating the generation on different
periods, hydro in the decades of 50s and 60s and fossil thermal power plants on the 70s,
80s and 90s. Since the beginning of the XXI century that renewable production started to
have its impact on the mix being wind the most present technology reaching 24% of the
national consumption in 2013. However, the annual energy mix is highly dependent on
two factors: meteorological conditions and fossil fuels price. In fact 64% of the installed
capacity rely on rain, sun or wind to produce electricity and 33% on imported fuels. Thus,
the technologies that suffer higher annual variations are hydro power and fossil fuels as it
can be seen for example, between 2015 and 2016, where the hydro installed capacity was
increased by 13% while its production increased 82%.
Furthermore, besides the imports of fuels consumed in thermal power plants, the Por-
tuguese electricity sector has typically been dependent on the imports of electricity from
Spain to supply the national consumption. The integration of renewables decreased the
relative dependency, not by decreasing substantially the imports, but by allowing the con-
sumption and total national production to increase without increasing the first. Hence,
due to the combination of a varied renewable technologies mix and rainy half year, in
2016, for the first time since 1999 the electricity sector had a positive balance of electricity
exports.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12: (a) Supply distribution from 2001 to 2006. (b) Supply distribution from 2007 to 2016. Adapted
from: [54].
2.1.3 Evolution of Electricity Prices
Since the integration of electricity in the activities of the Portuguese society and because
the electricity sector was considered a monopolist market until the recent pro liberalization
changes mentioned above, an important tool has been used to regulate the industry and
protect consumers which was the concession contracts. These were contracts through
which the regulating agency could control the tariffs practiced by the private companies.
Such supervision derived from the special treatment that electricity gained in the moment
it started having an impact in the life of the Portuguese people. Thus, the price of kWh
paid by the consumers was used during the XX century as a tool to lead the economy
depending on whatever the strategy was, either to promote consumption and investment
expanding the electricity sector, to incite energy efficiency and decrease dependency on a
foreign supplier, or like it happened in the mid XX century to encourage families to invest
in household appliances and boost another industry [2].
In order to analyze the evolution of the electricity price data referent to the domestic
tariffs applied to the city of Lisbon will be used for period of 1930-1975 as the total
national electricity consumption by then was concentrated on the capital and the policies
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implemented in Lisbon represented the political strategy applied for the rest of the country.
In 1928 a concession contract was signed between the producer CRGE and the city
council of Lisbon where it was established a single tariff of 1,896 PTE7 for the electricity
consumed in Lisbon. This single tariff meant that the whichever the quantity consumed
there would be not differentiated price per unit, and despite the fact that it had an
updating parameter on its calculation formula it ended up by remaining constant until
1945. Yet, between 1936 and 1942 a new system was introduced to the single tariff system,
which were the decreasing tariffs. These implemented the concept of economies of scale in
the domestic electricity consumption by establishing 3 levels of consumption which would
vary with the seasons of the year and the total rooms on the consumer house. Basically,
the first level was designed for domestic lighting while the second and third level would
only be achieved with electric appliances. However, as between these dates most of the
domestic consumers did not own any electrical appliances the vast majority never reached
the second and third levels. Being the first level price identical the previous single tariff
system this measure was practically symbolic [2].
Figure 2.13: Domestic Electricity Tariff System for the city of Lisbon 1929-1975. Adapted from [2]
In 1942 the second world war had brought changes in all aspects and one of the them
was scarcity and increase of coal prices, which was the main source of electricity at the
time. Consequently, the government while trying to avoid such expensive imports decided
to increase consumption efficiency by abolishing the decreasing tariffs system and bringing
back the single tariff combined with a fine system of 10 PTE per kWh consumed above
a certain limit. In 1945 the single tariff was increased to 2,50 PTE, which represented
an increase of 32% on a single year compensating the 16 years of tariffs stagnation but
in 1947, two years after the end of the war, a new period characterized by promoting
electricity consumption began. Thus, in 1947 the fine system was abolished, in 1948
the decreasing tariffs were implemented again and in 1951 all the tariffs were reduced a
new tariff regime was designed specifically for economically fragile consumers which had
an annual consumption below 100 kWh. As result between 1938 and 1953 the average
electricity price paid by consumers was reduced by 29% in real prices [2], considering
inflation, which was compensated with an proportional increase of consumption.
After that, during more than 20 years the electricity tariffs were kept constant, which
from the real prices perspective means that were constantly reduced as figure 2.14 rep-
resents, defining clear period of consumption promotion between 1951 and 1975. Still,
it is important to remember that in this post war period the industrial and agricultural
activities were considered crucial activities for the national economic development and had
specific tariffs at even lower prices than domestic tariffs. The end of this period was set
in 1976 with an increase of electricity prices and with the appearance, in 1977, of a new
tariff system where for the first time ever contracts differentiated the energy consumed
and the power at which was consumed.
7The Portuguese currency before euro. 1PTE = 0, 005Eur
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Figure 2.14: Domestic Electricity Tariffs for the city of Lisbon from 1950 to 1975 - at real prices of 1950. Adapted
from [2]
Figure 2.15: Electricity price decomposition since the beginning of the liberalization of the electricity sector in
the decade of 1990
In the 90s five different consumption power levels were already established. The very
high voltage or MAT, the high voltage or AT, the medium voltage or MT, the normal
low voltage or BTN and the special low voltage or BTE, which was differentiated from
the previous because it was mainly designed for local businesses instead of residential
consumers. The logic behind different voltage levels is based on the principle of the higher
the voltage the lower the price since consumers uses less distribution grids8.
However, when looking at tariffs it is important to be aware of how these are built.
Figure 2.15 represents how the final electricity price is obtained in the Portuguese elec-
tricity sector since the liberalization of the sector. In addition to the cost of the producer,
TSO, DSO and supplier, consumers still have to pay the System General Usage tariff,
UGS. This includes costs that are required for the system to perform well but that are
not exclusively related to any of the four activities of the supply chain. Thus, the UGS
tariff is composed by three different categories of costs, the Systems Management Costs,
General Economic Interest Cost or CIEG, and the Power Warranty Cost. However, the
CIEG is the only requiring special attention since it has been having a substantial impact
on the final price paid by the consumers.
In figure 2.16a it is represented the evolution in real prices, referent to 2016, of the
different regulated tariffs applied between 1990 and 2010 by the last resort supplier, the
public supplier which will be described in chapter 3. After 2011 the tariffs MAT, AT, MT
and BTE stopped being supplied by this last resort supplier, consequently between 2011
and 2016 figure 2.16a represents the average price practiced by competitive suppliers for
these voltage levels.
8There are high, medium and low voltage distribution grids that operate sequentially
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At constant prices of 2015 the average electricity prices were, from a general perspec-
tive, substantially reduced since 1990 having experienced an average annual reduction of
0,9% [12]. However, it is possible to identify three characteristic periods during this time
being the first from 1990 until 2000, the second from 2001 until 2006 and the third from
2007 until 2016. In the first period electricity prices remained quite constant with the
average tariff ranging between 0,08 e/kWh and 0,09 e/kWh but with inflation rate rising
substantially more, in the second period these grew nearly at the same rate, and in the
third period was marked by a significant tariff increase with average tariff rising from 0,10
e/kWh to 0,14 e/kWh.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.16: (a)Evolution of electricity tariffs at constant prices of 2015. Adapted from [12].(b)Evolution of
electricity tariffs at current prices. Adapted from [12]
The third period owns its price increase to the evolution of the CIEG, mentioned
above. This cost category includes costs such as the overcost of the special regime, de-
rived from to the difference between market prices and the fixed tariffs paid to renewable
energy producers, and the CMEC. These two components of the CIEG alone have been
representing an astonishing share of the final price since 2007, when renewable generation
and microgeneration increased exponentially being remunerated through extremely high
feed-in-tariffs, and when EDP switched some CAE which were the remuneration contracts
of conventional power plants established before the liberalization, by the CMEC, which are
contracts similar to feed-in-tariffs, as they fix tariff, but designed for conventional power
plants of the ordinary regime. As result, while in 2006 the UGS represented only 8,6%
and the energy tariff represented 62% of the average electricity prices, in 2016 the same
components represented 31% and 34%, respectively [12].
The CIEG represented in figure 2.17a expose the exponential rise, since 2007, of its
presence on the total cost charged to consumers. However, since 2011 that the Law Decree
78/2011 allows the annual overcost of PRE to be distributed through the following five
years using what was called the quinquennial smoothing with the objective to stabilize
the energy system financial situation. Furthermore, an additional adjustment parameter
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(b)
Figure 2.17: (a) Evolution of CIEG by type since 1999. (b) Evolution of CIEG included in access tariffs since
1999. Adapted from [12]
called measures of market and economic stability was created to allow the allocation of
part of the costs and revenues of an year to the results of other years to minimize volatility
issues. Therefore, as it can be seen in figure 2.17b the blue bars on the chart represent
the share of the calculate CIEG for each year that will no be included in tariffs charged
on that year but that will be differed to the following years. For example, the total CIEG
calculated for 2012 reached 2 300 Mebut only 1 250 Mewere actually charged on that
year. In 2016, for the first time since the creation of these financial stabilization measures,
the situation began being reverted by having the total cost of CIEG charged on the 2016
tariffs higher than the annual calculated cost of that year. In other words, the tariff system
debt instead of increased was decreased.
In conclusion, the liberalization of the market combined with the integration of renew-
able energy technologies in the production mix, on the contrary of what was pretended,
instead of decreasing the electricity tariffs only increased them. Ingredients such as the
PRE overcost, the CMEC, the interest rates of the energy system deficit and overcost of
autonomous regions9 have increased the electricity price in the last ten years with tariffs
that are not related to the electricity itself as a product but with political measures related
to the market.
9Madeira and Ac¸ores are the two autonomous regions of Portugal and are represented as RAs in figure
2.17a
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2.2 Current Situation
2.2.1 Operations in the Market
As mentioned in section 2.1, since July 2006 that an Iberian market denominated as MI-
BEl is combining the operations of the Portuguese and Spanish electricity markets through
the Iberian Market Operator, or OMI. However, besides the geographical separation of the
two regions the Iberian market is also divided vertically into three sub-markets. There is
the derivatives market, where producers and suppliers launch selling and buying orders of
electricity for the future to minimize risk, the spot or day ahead market, where producers
and suppliers launch selling and buying orders for the next day, and the intraday mar-
ket, where producers and suppliers launch selling and buying orders for the current day.
Therefore, the electricity consumed in a given moment in Portugal or Spain could have
been matched in one of three different sub markets, depending on when it was negotiated.
To distribute responsibilities the OMI is divided into a Portuguese pole, the OMIP, which
is responsible for the managing the derivatives market and a Spanish pole, the OMIE,
responsible for the day ahead and intraday markets.
Being the electricity market a such volatile playground with its prices depending on
so many factors and changing at every hour due to global economic conditions, environ-
mental parameters and technical limitations, the OMIP gives to producers and suppliers
the opportunity to minimize risks. It enables these members to avoid experiencing unpre-
dictable price spikes or drops by negotiating a price for the energy produced or purchased
in the future. However, these negotiations in advance also have some sort of risk since are
based on human trust, with both sides believing each other will do as expected. Hence,
for assurance purposes both buyers and sellers have to become certified traders on the
OMIP, or use the services of one, to negotiate on its trading platform.
The OMIP daily market opens every morning with the first period of the day, the
pre-trading phase, reserved for traders to manage the orders of a central order book,
which keeps the list of orders until these are executed, cancelled or expired. This can be
considered a period to plan the rest of the trading day. Then, the trading phase begins
and transactions on the order book can finally be executed if approved by the clearing
house, which as in the financial markets, ensures that the each party of a transaction is
capable of delivering what is being negotiated. In the OMIP the clearing house has the
name of OMIClear and acts as counterparty, buying from the seller and selling to the
buyer. When the trading phase is over, there is the pre-closing phase where traders have
the opportunity to do the same than in the pre-trading phase, prepare the central order
book for the next day. By the end of the day the trading session ends and it is no longer
possible to interact with the trading platform.
Thus, there are two systems matching the orders, the continuous trading and the
auction trading. The first matches and executes compatible orders as soon as these are
available generating undetermined different prices continuously, the second is composed by
a call period, where presented bids are matched, a price fixing period, where the auction
final price is calculated, and an execution period, where orders are finalized. Also, when
launching an order in the central order book these can be either a sell or a buy, and
include information about the quantity to be transacted, the limit price, the period (day,
week, month, trimester, etc) and the specification of the type of contract. So, if it is a buy
order it will match at the limit price or below, and if it is a sell order it will match the
limit price or above. Furthermore, the four types of contracts that the OMIP allows are
futures, forwards, swaps and options and for any of them the two available products are
Baseload Futures, which negotiate a price for all the hour each day, and Peakload Futures
, which negotiate a price just for the peak hours (09:00h - 24:00h) of each day.
The fact that the OMIP operates with futures - the electricity does not exist yet when
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Figure 2.18: Structure of OMIP [41]
it is traded - allows the existence of purely financial transactions, without any of the
parties ever producing or consuming the electricity. Thus, in the derivatives electricity
market there are two types of accounts, the physical account and the financial account.
The first is used by trading members when there is actual physical settlement of electricity
on the delivery period while the second is used when the transaction is merely financial,
with the difference between the spot price and the contract price being paid to one of the
parties at delivery period but with no electricity being really transacted. Furthermore, in
the regular OMIP market there is complete anonymity and neither the trading member,
nor the parties have any information about each other. However, there is an alternative
transaction system on the OMIP where buyers and sellers know each other and negotiate
their price independently between each other, the bilateral contracts. These contracts
use over-the-counter (OTC) methodology and require the participation of an additional
participant, the OTC broker, who submits the bilateral transactions on the OMIP platform
for these to be approved by trading members.
Not having negotiated electricity in the OMIP, the OMIE is the company responsible
for managing the electricity traded on the daily and intraday markets. Here buyers and
sellers are more focused on the short term aspects of the electricity trading, like how much
are they able to generate and consume at a certain moment of the next day, and less on
the long term financial stability as in the OMIP.
The structure of this daily market is quite similar to the one of OMIP, with agents
negotiating with each other through an online platform launching buy and sell orders.
Also, as in the derivatives market there is the normal daily market, where both parties
are anonymous using price as the only selection criteria, and the bilateral daily market,
where parties negotiate their contracts independently and knowing each other. However,
on this platform consumers and suppliers can only bid for the 24 hours of the next day
and these bids have to be submitted each day until noon. Then for each hour the OMIE
groups the sell bids by ascending price and the buy bids by descending price creating a
supply and a demand, which intersection gives the final price and negotiated energy on
the daily market. In conclusion, the market price at each hour will be set by the marginal
cost of the most expensive technology dispatched at that hour.
When a buyer or a seller presents a bid on the market, this can be composed by a
maximum of 25 blocks per hour with each block being composed by an energy volume
and price of such energy. Sellers launch their bids by ascending price blocks and buyers
sort their bids by descending price blocks. If no more conditions are added to the energy
volumes and prices presented on sell bids these are considered simple bids and are matched
by simply finding a compatible counter party. However, there is another type called
complex sell bids which include additional conditions besides energy volumes and prices.
These are [24]:
• ramp conditions. maximum variation in production in two consecutive hours, mean-
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Figure 2.19: Impact of technical restrictions on the aggregated curves of the 13th hour of July 20, 2017 [38]
ing that the bids of an hour are dependent on the matched bids of the previous
hour;
• indivisibility: fix a minimum income for the first block of the hour in order to be
able to match other blocks;
• minimum income: the bid for one hour is only available if at the end of the day the
total income is higher than a fixed minimum;
• scheduled stops: enables production units that have been withdrawn from the match-
ing process because they fail to comply the stipulated minimum income condition to
carry out a scheduled stop for a maximum period of three hours, avoiding stoppages
in their schedules from the final hour of the previous day to zero in the first hour
of the following day by accepting the first slot of first three hours of their bids as
simple bids, the only condition being that energy offered in bids must drop in each
hour
Therefore, after bids are matched on the daily market based on compatible energy
volumes and prices, these are presented to the TSO managing the grid. Firstly, based on
complex bids restrictions and security criteria it identifies the adjustments that have to be
done to the matched production set on that hour. Secondly, it matches the demand and
the new supply by dispatching additional production units, which typically are of the type
thermal, nuclear or hydro power plants. This process is called as technical restrictions and
typically results in market price increases, as presented in figure 2.19, since the back up
production units have a higher marginal cost. Due to such price increases this topic has
been receiving special attention from some critics who state that some companies, being
able to predict the technical restrictions of the market based on their own actions, decide
to excluded some generation units from the daily market so that this causes technical
restrictions and later these are called as back up and sell at higher prices [16]. However,
this is nothing more than a theory with no actual proofs.
In conclusion, being the OMIE a liberalized market integrating a set of producers and
consumers, its daily activities are based on the Short-Run Welfare Maximum principle[1].
Considering that producer i produces at a rate QSi , has a cost function Ci(Q
S
i ) and a
production constraint gi(Q
S
i ) ≤ 0, and that consumer i consumes at a rate QBi , has a
utility function U(QBi ) and has a consumption constraint of hi(Q
B
i ) ≤ 0, the systems tries
to maximize the equation 2.1 for each hour.
maxZ = max
∑
i
U(QBi )−
∑
i
C(QSi ) (2.1)
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Yet, as the daily market integrates bids from members of both countries sometimes
the system cannot simply match them according to Maximum Welfare theory due to the
interconnection restrictions. Thus, if one country is able to practice lower prices than
the other the second will import electricity from the first until the international lines get
congested and the market is divided into two sub markets. If this happens each country
will then have its own price which will be achieved through the Maximum Welfare theory
considering the available production and consumption set at each location. However, since
this restriction plays against the so desired competitive Iberian market both countries have
been investing to increase this transmission capacity as much as possible, resulting in a
common Iberian price during 93,4% of the total hours of 2016.
Once the daily market closes and the results for the following day are published,
producers and suppliers might want to adjust their bids based on a more accurate forecast
or last minute restrictions, for which the intraday market exists. Hence, between each
daily market closing and 12:45h of the following day (day of physical settlement) there
are 6 sessions where members can launch additional bids on the intraday market as figure
2.20 represents.
Figure 2.20: OMIE intraday market sessions [37]
The bids format in this market are similar than in the daily market but are limited to a
maximum of 5 blocks, instead of the 25. Furthermore, only members who had negotiated
on the daily market for a specific hour are allowed to to participate on the intraday
market for such hour. This measure is very important to ensure that the majority of the
transactions are done on the daily market and that the intraday market only operates as
adjustment tool.
Once the bids are matched on the daily and intraday market the OMIE is also responsi-
ble for assuring their settlement. Thus, every buyer and seller participating in transactions
has to deposit a monetary amount as a guarantee and everyday the OMIE publishes the
invoices referent to the previous day announcing who has to pay what. Also for the periods
of congested interconnection between Portugal and Spain the congestion rents, which is
the price difference between each country multiplied by the congested lines capacity, are
attributed equally to the each country system operator [39].
To summarize, electricity trading can be done in the derivatives market where licensed
trading members negotiate a price for the energy produced in the future in order to
minimize the risk of price variations. One day before the energy is actually produced
and consumed, the daily market receives bids for sale and purchase of electricity for each
hour of the following day. Once these bids are matched with the final price and energy
transacted calculated the TSO managing the grids evaluate the technical restrictions and
shift the curves according to a security criteria. After, the intraday market allows agents
that had participated on the daily market to adjust their positions until a few hours before
the energy is produced by launching more bids.
After being traded, electricity is transported in very high voltage through the only
TSO operating in Portugal - REN - and distributed by one of the DSOs, depending on
the geographic location, in high, normal or low voltage. As mentioned before, these two
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Figure 2.21: Operations of the daily and intraday markets [40]
activities are the only that are still regulated on the electricity market since the retail
is also done in a competitive market, except for situations like consumers from remote
locations or requiring social support who use the last resort supplier.
As in terms of stakeholders figures operating in the production, transmission, distri-
bution and retail of the Portuguese electricity market, not including the special regime,
there are [11]:
• 4 producers on ordinary regime;
• 1 transmission system operator;
• 13 distribution system operators - of which 12 are regional distributors controlled
by municipalities;
• 13 regulated last resort suppliers - of which 12 are regional suppliers controlled by
municipalities;
• 18 domestic suppliers;
• 21 industrial suppliers;
2.2.2 The Energy Mix
Until the current moment of the year 2017, the energy mix installed in Portugal is very
similar to the one by the end of 2016 as there were not any heavy generation units installed
since then. Hence, the current installed production capacity relies on coal, natural gas
and biomass thermal power plants, hydro power plants, wind farms and photovoltaic
technology, having increased by 1,31% in total since 2016, mainly due to an increase
of hydro power capacity. In figure 2.22 it is possible to compare the installed capacity
between December of 2016 and July 2017.
Unlike the installed capacity, which typically is quite constant since its variations
depend on the construction or dismantling if physical infrastructure, the energy mix used to
supply the consumption is much more volatile. Parameters like meteorological conditions
and fossil fuels global price affect heavily the generation mix used in Portugal since 64% of
the installed capacity rely on rain, sun or wind to produce electricity and 33% on imported
fossil fuels. Therefore, what technologies are available to be dispatched and at which cost
are two parameters strongly dictated by external factors and that each day experience
clear variations.
The current situation of Portugal represents this concept very clearly as the first 7
months of 2017, until July, were characterized by being very dry reducing the production
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Figure 2.22: Cumulative capacity in Decem-
ber 2016 and July 2017. Data from [54, 55]
Figure 2.23: Annual generation mix on July of 2015, 2016 and
2017. Data from [54, 55]
of hydro power substantially when compared to the first months of 2016. In fact, the
amount of rain that fell between December 2016 and March 2017 was 69% lower than the
average [21] resulting in a hydro power production on the first half of 2017 60% shorter
than the one on the first half of 2016. Due to such cut on the hydro production and
given the impossibility to increase the renewable production, fossil fueled thermal power
plants were used more frequently during these first 7 months increasing its production
by 52% compared to the same period of 2016. Hence, during the first half of 2017 the
total production combined reached 32487 GWh, of which 16,4% derived from hydro power
plants, 30,2% from conventional natural gas, 16,9% from coal power plants, 22,3% from
wind power, 5,1% from biomass, 1,5% from solar PV, and 8,5% from natural gas combined
cycle power plants included in the special regime.
Furthermore, just like it happened in the previous year, until July 2017 the Portuguese
electricity market had a positive exports balance delivering 7% of its production in Spain.
As mentioned before, the dispatched set depends heavily on the technologies availabil-
ity and cost and while some benefit from a lower variable cost others benefit from a higher
control. Thus, each day the production set is organized by a merit order which sorts by
ascending variable cost the available technologies. The ones with low variable costs such
as solar and wind power, come in first place and technologies with high variable costs,
such as thermal power plants come in last. Hydro power plants, exceptionally, define their
variable cost according to the market and environmental conditions as they use a free of
cost source but are able to store it, which does not happen with any other technology.
Hence, these production units have its variable cost equal to the opportunity costs of us-
ing the available water to generate electricity at specific moment instead of saving it for
another.
2.3 The Electricity Price
In this section, it will done an analysis to the electricity price that consumers are currently
paying. For that, it is important to remember that there are two markets where consumers
are currently obtaining the electricity from, the regulated market through the last resort
supplier which practices regulated tariffs and the liberalized market supplied through
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competitive suppliers at market prices. Also, remember that there are several voltage
levels, the MAT, AT, MT, BTN and BTE, each with a specific tariff and which is composed
as described in figure 2.15. Furthermore, as it will be better described in chapter 4, note
that in 2012 it was established that normal consumers at any voltage level could no longer
choose the regulated tariffs of the last resort supplier over market prices, preserving the
first exclusively for consumers requiring extra social support, hence, with this tariff gaining
the name of social tariff. However, as before 2012 there was such choice, in order to smooth
this transition of thousands of consumers there were created the transitory tariffs, which
are applied from last resort supplier to consumers who still did not switch to the liberalized
market. Consequently, there are still consumers on the AT, MT, BTN and BTE voltage
levels being supplied by the last resort supplier through the transitory tariffs, while MTA
is the only voltage level for which regulated tariffs are already extinct. As expected, these
tariffs applied by the last resort supplier have been higher than the average competitive
market tariffs in order to discourage consumers to remain on this regime. However, its
composition is very similar to the first. In conclusion, in 2017 there is the liberalized
market supplying in all voltage levels and a regulated market supplying in all voltages
levels excluding MAT, yet on a provisional regime.
In order to promote a fair competitive market, in the liberalized market at the be-
ginning of each year, suppliers send their reference tariffs to the market regulator ERSE,
which is an estimation of the prices that they will charge during that year. The market
regulator then complies all the information and publishes a document describing these
tariffs in order to provide consumers an idea of the electricity retail market prices. Figure
2.24 represents the reference tariffs of the liberalized market for the year of 2017.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.24: Reference tariffs for 2017: (a) Absolute values. (b) Distribution in %.[13]
On the current year, it is possible to conclude that prices paid by consumers range
between 0,0773e, for MAT, and 0,1932e, for BTN, having increased 0,4% on average when
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compared to 2016. In terms of activity tariffs, the highest variations on the average price
were the 20% increase on the transmission grid usage tariff and the 5,3% reduction in the
energy tariff. However, as in the previous years, the system general usage tariff, UGS, keeps
having an heavy influence in the price paid by consumers, specially for BTN consumers
who pay more for this cost than for any other activity. Remember that the UGS tariff
includes the CIEG, which in turn include the overcost of PRE and the CMEC, the two
most expensive political measures for consumers implemented recently in the Portuguese
electricity sector. The first represents the overcost generated by the feed-in-tariffs paid to
producers in the special regime, which is generated each time there is a difference between
market prices and these subsidized tariffs. However, since 2012 that this this annual cost
has been distributed by the following five years in order to stabilize the financial situation
but which ended up accumulating debt for the energy system. This means that the in
addition to PRE overcost of 2017 that consumers are paying this year shares of the PRE
overcosts since 2013 also being charged on the final price. The second, was implemented
in 2007 as a strategy to replace the contracts CAE that were active and which acted
against the competitive market principles of MIBEL as they had established fixed prices
for some conventional power plants. However, the CMEC, which were supposed to turn
these competitive, were merely a bureaucratic change as they put these power plants now
selling their energy at the market price but ensure them that their NPV remains equal
to when they had the CAE contracts by charging the difference between this value and
the results obtained in the market on the CIEG tariff. Thus, as it can be seen in figure
2.24, this year the average consumer is paying an electricity tariff of 0,14 e/kWh of which
only 40% correspond to energy costs, 26% to transmission and distributions costs, being
the low voltage distribution far more expensive than the others, and 34% to system global
costs, UGS. Of these system global costs the PRE overcost and the CMEC alone have a
combined impact of 34% for BTN consumers, 12% for BTE, 15% for MT, 18% for AT and
20,8% for MAT consumers.
Going back on the construction of the electricity prices charged to consumers, before
the integration of regulated tariffs and supplier costs, analyzing the pool market from
where these get the electricity, it becomes clear that fixing an energy cost on the final
tariff is only possible due to the derivatives market. For example, considering table 2.1,
the average prices on the Portuguese daily market from July 2016 until June 2017 ranged
between 40 e/MWh and 71 e/MWh while the energy tariff for 2017 remained almost
constant during the whole time. Furthermore, in addition to the monthly variations of
the market price there are also the daily and even hourly variations which result from
demand highs and low, and the environmental conditions. Thus, in order to be protected
from sudden price spikes, suppliers have at least part of their transactions negotiated with
futures contracts.
PT daily market (e/MWh) ES daily market (e/MWh)
July 2016 40,36 40,53
August 2016 41,14 41,16
September 2016 43,61 43,59
October 2016 52,78 52,83
November 2016 56,25 56,13
December 2016 60,27 60,49
January 2017 71,52 71,49
February 2017 51,39 51,74
March 2017 43,95 43,19
April 2017 44,18 43,69
May 2017 47,12 47,11
June 2017 50,22 50,22
Total 50,24 50,19
Table 2.1: Average price on the Portuguese and Spanish daily markets in the last 12 months
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Chapter 3
GCPVS in Portugal: Regulatory
Framework
In this chapter it will be done a review to the evolution of the regulatory framework that
has been applied to the the energy system in general but highlighting the policies that
most influenced the solar photovoltaic technology and its applications in the Portuguese
market. Hence, the review will be structured by periods that marked the industry in a
particular way, which might have been already mentioned in the previous sections but not
from the regulatory perspective.
3.1 Before 1988: Monopoly
The very first legislation structuring the electricity sector was established in 1944 through
Law 2002 which reserved the concession of the activities of production, transmission and
distribution of electricity for Portuguese citizens or for companies with most of its capital
Portuguese. Three decades later, following the political revolution against the dictatorial
right wing party, the Law Decree 205-G/75 nationalized most of the companies working
on the electricity sector. Still on the same year, the Law Decree 502/76 created the public
electricity company called EDP which had the exclusive concession of both production,
transmission and distribution activities. During the following decade, any access to elec-
tricity sector was prohibited for private entities and the state was managing a monopoly.
3.2 1988-1994: Opening the electricity sector
In 1988, the Law Decree 189/88 took a major step to start inverting the situation by
allowing the entrance of small private producers into the national electric system, or SEN.
Furthermore, it was the first time the small producer of renewable energy was included in
the Portuguese legislation. Such document defined the operating conditions for producers
which did not exceed the apparent power 10 MWA and that used renewable sources or
national fuels as the primary resource. Still on 1988, the Law Decree 449/88 finally opened
the access of private entities to the activities of production, transmission and distribution
with no restrictions.
Between 1991 and 1995 the importance of having a competitive electricity sector led
to its vertical disintegration which implied that the companies operating in it had to be
specifically focused on only one of the activities of production, transmission and distri-
bution. At the same time, the sector was divided in two electric systems, one of public
administration and another side market designed for private entities who wanted to oper-
ate on the production or commercialization on .
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3.3 1995-1998: The new SEN
In 1995, The Law Decree 182/95 redefined the organization of the electricity sector and
it kept a two electric systems structure that existed before, yet making some changes. It
defined a public system called SEP, and a non public system called Independent Electric
System or SEI.
Hence, from now on it is important to be aware of the following definitions:
• Low voltage (BT): below 1 kV;
• Medium voltage (MT): between 1 kV and 45 kV;
• High voltage (AT): between 45 kV and 110 kV;
• Very high voltage (MAT): above 110 kV;
• Bounding contract: long term contract by which a producer is committed to deliver
all the electricity it generates to the SEP and a distributor is committed to distribute
all the electricity it receives from it;
• Bounded license: license by which the its holder is committed to feed the SEP or be
fed by it and follow the rules of this system;
• Not bounded license: license by which the its holder is not committed to feed the
SEP dedicating its activities for self interest or for a third party interest under a
unregulated contract;
On the one hand, according to the Law Decree 182/95 the public electric system SEP
included four entities which were: one responsible for the planning of the system, holders
of production bounded licenses, the managers of the TSO and the holders of distribution
bounded licenses. For example, in a case where the entity responsible for the planning
concluded that it was necessary the integration of an additional producer in the SEP
production set, it would inform the management team of the TSO about the situation.
The latter would then select among several alternatives the best producer and establish
a bounding contract with a minimum duration of 15 years. The remuneration of such
contract would be a mix of a fixed and a variable share. Hence, after the electricity was
injected to the TSO it was sold to holders of distribution bounded licenses until it reached
consumers of the SEP.
On the other hand, the Independent Electric System, SEI, defined in the Law Decree
182/95 was composed by the non bounded electric system (SENV), cogeneration units,
hydro power plants up to 10 MVA and renewable energy power plants. The SENV was
composed by private entities operating in the production and distribution sections with
own infrastructure at medium and high voltage levels and that had specific customers
which were obliged to consume at least 100 GWh/year. These producers, distributors
and consumers were holders of not bounded licenses and would arrange their electricity
trading between each other.
Still in 1995 the Law Decree 313/95 complemented the operation conditions of renew-
able technologies and established that after approval of operations from the responsible
governmental agency, DGE1, the renewable power units would see their production remu-
nerated as:
1. For units with connection power below than 10 MVA the monthly income was the
result of the following equation:
Monthlyrevenue = 0.8 ∗ PP ∗ p′
1Direcc¸a˜o Geral de Energia, today with the name Direcc¸a˜o Geral de Energia e Geologia, DGEG
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Figure 3.1: Organization of SEN according to Law Decree 182/95
Where:
PP is the monthly price of average usage tariff;
p′ is the minimum between P1 and P2 where:
P1 =
Ep
Tp
P2 =
Ep + Ec
Tp + Tc
Being:
Ep the monthly energy supplied at peak hours (kWh);
Ec the monthly energy supplied at full hours
2 (kWh);
Tp the monthly duration of peak hours (h);
Tc the monthly duration of full hours (h);
2. For units with connection power above 10 MVA of apparent power, on those months
where these units registered productions above the 10 MVA, the first 10 MVA were
remunerated as specified in number 1 being the rest remunerated according to the
avoided costs criteria during a period of 15 years. The values for the avoided costs
were published each year by the regulating agency;
3.4 1999-2005: Empowering renewable energy
In 1999 two main forces drove the implementation in the Law Decree 168/99: the poli-
cies to liberalize the electricity market that had been approved in the previous years and
2full hours is a translation from the Portuguese ”horas cheias” and are used in the tri-hour tariff system.
Correspond to periods that are neither peak hours nor base hours.
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the increase of environmental awareness combined with the objective of reducing carbon
emissions. Hence, this document changed completely the legislation responsible for the
renewable energy generation by updating its remuneration system, reorganizing the regu-
lations for renewable energy producers and changing the way new grid connections were
attributed.
The new remuneration system published in this document was much more complex
than the previous and it was based on the sum of a fixed, a variable and an environmental
parameters with additional adjustments. The equation below represents the formula use
to calculate the remuneration per unit of energy supplied, VRD:
V RDm = KMHOm ∗ [PFm + PVm + PAm] ∗ IPCm−1
IPCref
∗ 1
(1− LEV ) (3.1)
Where:
• V RDm is the applicable feed-in-tariff in month, m;
• KMHO is an optional 3 coefficient that modulates PFm and PVm according to the
hour of energy production;
• PFm is a fixed amount paid to the renewable producers at month m;
• PVm is a variable amount paid to the renewable producers at month m;
• PAm is the amount paid to the producers at the month m corresponding to the
environmental benefits of the renewable power generation.
• IPCm−1 is the consumer price index, without housing, of the month before;
• IPCref is the reference consumer price index, without housing, corresponding to
December 1998;
• LEV represents the losses in the transmission and distribution grids avoided by local
renewable generation. For power plants with installed capacity, POTdec ≥ 5MW ⇒
LEV = 0.015. For power plants with POTdec < 5MW ⇒ LEV = 0.035;
If KMHO was not chosen it would be assumed the value of 1, otherwise it would be
calculated as follows:
KMHO =
KMHOpc ∗ ECRpc,m + KMHOv ∗ ECRv,m
ECRm
Where:
• KMHOpc takes the value of 1.25 and corresponds to the peak and full hours;
• ECRpc,m energy generated at peak and full hours by the renewable power plant;
• KMHOv takes the value of 0.65 and corresponds to the base hours 4;
• ECRv,m energy generated at base hours by the renewable power plant;
• ECRm energy generated by the renewable power plant during month m;
3The producer must choose if wants to operate either with or without the coefficient at the time of
license approval
4In the winter from 22h:00 to 08:00h and in the summer from 23:00h to 09:00h. The rest of the hours
correspond to peak and full hours
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The fixed share PFm in equation 3.1 takes into account the investment avoided by in
new power plants thanks to the existence of such renewable energy injection, the power
guarantee it provides to the grid and its average power injection.
PFm = PFref ∗ COEFpot,m ∗ POTmed,m
Where:
• PFref = 5.45 e/kWh 5 and it corresponds the the investment avoided in other
electricity generation projects;
• COEFpot,m is a coefficient related to the power guarantee that the grid is able to
ensure thanks to the renewable producer;
• POTmed,m = MIN
(
POTdec;
ECRm
24∗30
)
corresponds to the average power, in kW, in-
jected to the grid during month m.;
The COEFpot,m was calculated as:
COEFpot,m =
NHPref,m
NHOref,m
=
ECRm
0.8 ∗ 24 ∗ 30 ∗ POTdec
Where:
• NHPref,m is the number of hours during m the facility generated electricity at the
declared power;
• NHPref,m is the reference number of hours during m used for the calculation and
equals 0.8 ∗ 24 ∗ 30;
• POTdec is the declared installed capacity of the renewable energy generation facility;
The variable share PVm in equation 3.1 corresponds the amount of operating and
maintenance costs avoided in the construction of new electricity generation projects thanks
to existence of the renewable power plant and is calculated as follows:
PVm = PVref ∗ ECRm
Where the PVref takes the value 0.025 e/kWh 6 and is the reference unit value for the
operations and maintenance costs avoided thanks to each renewable power plant.
Finally, the PAm in equation 3.1 corresponds to the environmental benefits of the
renewable energy generation and is calculated as follows:
PAm = ECEref ∗ CCRref ∗ ECRm
Where:
• ECEref is the reference unit for the value of carbon emissions avoided by the re-
newable electricity generation and it takes the value 7.5 ∗ 10−5 e/g 7;
• CCRref is the per unit amount of CO2 emitted by the reference power plant and it
has the value of 370 g/kWh;
5conversion from 1090 PTE, the Portuguese currency before e
6converted from 5 PTE/kWh;
7converted from 0.015 PTE/g;
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The period of application for this remuneration system defined in equation 3.1 was
established at 144 months. After that producers would me remunerated as:
V RDm = KMHOm ∗
[
IPCm−1
IPCref
∗ [PFm + PVm] + PAm
]
∗ 1
(1− LEV ) (3.2)
Solving the mathematical expressions defined above assuming certain parameters, the
price at which a producer of electricity using solar PV technology would sell each kWh is
presented in table 3.1. Figure 3.2 illustrates the inputs needed to calculate such value:
LD 168/99 (e/kWh)
KMHO 1
PF 0.0095
PV 0.0250
PA 0.0278
IPCm/IPCref 1.0
LEVP>5MW 0.015
LEVP≤5MW 0.035
V RDm,P>5MW 0.0632
V RDm,P≤5MW 0.0645
Table 3.1: Remuneration according to Law Decree 168/99
Figure 3.2: Remuneration System inputs and outputs of Law-Decree 168/99.
In 2001, although political strategy was focused on promoting the installation of new
renewable power plants the grid capacity availability was not being able to keep up with the
pace of new projects. Thus, many proposals were rejected due to grid limitations which
resulted in the creation of Law-Decree 312/2001 that reformed the reception capacity
management system of the public grid. It established that:
1. Every investment done by the transmission operator would be supported by the
transmission grid usage tariff (URT) charged to consumers;
2. In order to promote the special regime, if the distribution grid had to invest in a
new connection for this type of producers and such connection was smaller than 50
MVA, its cost would be charged to consumers through the distribution grid usage
tariff and not to the investors;
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3. The allocation of grid reception capacity to renewable energy producers could only
occur after the interested investor requested information about grid availability and
its allocation criteria, which was public information, presented a proposal for such
reception capacity and got its project approved. However, if the SEP could not
accept such proposal due to lack of grid reception capacity it was possible make a
reservation of that capacity for the future by submitting a financial deposit;
By the end of 2001 a major change regarding the remuneration of renewable energy
generation was done through the Law Decree 339-C/2001. For the first time in the Por-
tuguese legislation the remuneration of renewable producers started depending on the
technology used. In that regard, figure 3.3 represents the updated inputs required to
calculate the feed-in-tariffs of renewable technologies.
Figure 3.3: Remuneration System inputs and outputs after Law-Decree 337-C/2001.
Probably because solar PV technology was very expensive and simultaneously one of
the most attractive for the Portuguese weather conditions it was established to have the
higher remuneration. Thus, the new remuneration formula was adapted to the following
with the parameter Z differentiating the technology being attached to the the environ-
mental share:
V RDm = KMHOm ∗ [PFm + PVm + PAm ∗ Z] ∗ IPCm−1
IPCref
∗ 1
(1− LEV ) (3.3)
Where Z is the coefficient differentiating the technology used assuming the following values
for solar PV technology:
• If POTdec > 5kW ⇒ Z = 6.55
• If POTdec ≤ 5kW ⇒ Z = 12
However, these tariffs were only assured for the first 50 MW of installed capacity in
Portuguese territory.
Again, in 2005 a new increase to the remuneration of renewable power plants was done
through Law Decree 33-A/2005. However, this document changed more parameters in the
remuneration formula than the one below. There were:
• IPCref corresponded no longer to December 1998 but to the month before the
beginning of operation of the renewable power plant;
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LD 339-C/2001 (e/kWh) LD 33-A/2005 (e/kWh)
KMHO 1 1
PF 0.0095 0.0095
PV 0.0250 0.0360
PA 0.0278 0.0074
IPCm/IPCref 1.098 1.000
LEVP>5MW 0.015 0.015
LEVP≤5MW 0.035 0.035
ZP>5kW,solarPV 6.55 35.00
V RDm,P>5MW 0.2410 0.3091
V RDm,P≤5MW 0.2460 0.3155
Table 3.2: Remuneration according to Law Decree 339-C/2001 and Law Decree 33-A/2005
• PVref = 0.025 e/kWh⇒ PVref = 0.036e/kWh
• ECEref = 7.5 ∗ 10−5 e/g ⇒ ECEref = 2 ∗ 10−5 e/g
• For POTdec > 5kW : Z = 6.55⇒ Z = 35
• For POTdec ≤ 5kW : Z = 12⇒ Z = 52
In conclusion, the subsidized tariffs of solar PV technology were nearly quadruped
between 1999 and 2001 as calculated in table 3.2. In 2005 where increased again by 28,5%
being set at around 310 e/MWh.
Furthermore, on the same year the Law Decree 33-A/2005 increased the limit of solar
PV national installed capacity benefiting from FiT8 from 50 MW to 150 MW and it
established that each solar PV producer would benefit from these during the first 21 GWh
of energy generated, per MW installed, up to a limit of 15 years.
3.5 2006-2011: Reorganization of the SEN. Liberalization
of the electricity sector
In 2006, following the strategies defined in 2005 by the resolution of ministers 169/2005
and the European Commission directives, the Law Decree 29/2006 came to establish the
new organization of the SEN. The new regulation opened the production of electricity and
its commercialization to a competitive and liberal market while the transmission and dis-
tribution processes remained under public domain. For production, the state began to act
as supervisor to ensure the constant supply of electricity since and it was responsible for
creating the conditions required for the functioning of a healthy market. The transmission
was kept under the control of the national TSO REN, which was a public company and
also responsible for the technical management of the grid and the coordination between the
production units and the distribution grids. The distribution activities were also kept un-
der public control being the high and medium voltage distribution grids operated through
a concession contract and the low voltage distribution grids operated by the national DSO,
EDP distribuic¸a˜o, or by the respective municipalities. The supply experienced the biggest
change of all by becoming a liberal market. Any licensed supplier started having access
to the transmission and distribution grids through payment of regulated tariffs and con-
sumers could pick one of these at their choice. Hence, a new entity called logistic operator
was created to simplify the process of switching the supplier whenever a consumer chose
to do it. In order to protect the consumers, this new organization also created what was
8Feed-in-tariffs
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called as last resort supplier9. A public regulated supplier, which was responsible for en-
suring the supply of electricity to consumers when the liberalized market was not working
efficiently. This last resort supplier would practice regulated tariffs defined annually by
the governmental energy department for each voltage level. At this point, a consumer
could then choose between any liberalized supplier and the last resort supplier depending
on which would provide a better service. On the other hand, and related to the strategy
of promoting renewable energy production, the last resort supplier was also obliged to buy
all the energy generated from renewable producers in case the liberalized suppliers were
not interested.
Figure 3.4: Organization of SEN according to Law Decree 29/2006
In 2007, resulting from the resolution of ministers 169/2005 where the importance of
renewable energy was emphasized, the Law Decree 225/2007 updated the Law Decree
189/88 which defined the basic regulation for the operations of renewable power plants,
already updated in Law Decrees 339-C/2001 and 33-A/2005. Essentially, the Law Decree
225/2007 specified a value of Z on equation 3.2, higher than any other, for microgeneration
units using solar PV on roofs, biogas power plants, wave power plants and extending
the period of subsidized tariffs for mini hydro power plants. Furthermore, it was also
created the ObsER10 which was the agency responsible for monitoring the construction
and operations of renewable generation units.
Still in 2007, the Law Decree 363/2007 highlighted the interest the government had on
the distributed generation units and created the official microproduction regime. This was
aimed at consumers which now could to install renewable generation units up to 5,75 kW,
such as solar PV panels, on their load sites11 and sell the generated electricity back to the
grid at considerably higher prices than average market prices. This focus on distributed
generation increased in following years with the Law Decree 118-A/2010 simplifying the
operation conditions of such microproduction units and adjusting their remuneration to
the technology costs evolution (solar PV technology price decreased and which led to a
tariff reduction, although still very high).
Later in 2010, the priority of increasing the solar energy installed in Portugal led to
the publishing of the Law-Decree 132-A/2010. Firstly, it established an increased of 150
9Translated from comercializador de u´ltimo recurso;
10Observato´rio das Energias Renova´veis which means Renewable Energy Observatory
11location where they were consuming the electricity
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MVA of grid reception capacity exclusively dedicated for the electricity produced by for
photovoltaic technology, including CPV12. Secondly, such capacity was attributed through
a tender where producers had to bid for the reception capacity. The bid would correspond
to the sum of a base price defined on the tender procedure plus a variable quantity offered
by the producer - the higher this quantity, higher the possibilities of winning the tender.
Thirdly, the producers regulated by this Law-Decree were remunerated by equation 3.3
from Law-Decree 225/2007 with a new Z = 27.2 resulting in a feed-in-tariff of V RD = 257
e/MWh. Also, this value of Z was valid for the first 34 GWh, per MW installed, generated
by the power plant limited to a maximum of 20 years of operation.
As it can be seen in the paragraphs above, the years following the new organization
of the SEN described in the Law Decree 29/2006 were very favorable for special regime
producers, which invested in a quite profitable business which had the revenues ensured by
law - the obligation of the last resort supplier to buy all the energy at fixed prices. However,
since the subsidized tariffs applied to renewable energy producers were considerably higher
than the market prices at the time, the energy system incurred in a debt. The difference
between the price and the subsidized tariff was accounted as cost on the access tariff, called
PRE overcost, which had to be paid by consumers. With the objective of maintaining
financial stability, which was already a priority issue with the energy system debt becoming
unsustainable, in 2011 the Law Decree 78/2011 created a mechanism called quinquennial
straitening which allowed the transference of annual PRE overcost to the following five
years.
3.6 2012-Present: Promoting competition
The year of 2012 represented a change in the strategy taken so far by the government re-
garding the energy system. With the Portuguese financial system broken and the entrance
of the IMF in the country, the SEN organization and strategy had to be adapted.
Firstly, the privatization of the TSO13 by foreign investors forced the review of the Law
Decree 29/2006 as the SEN legislation was not prepared for a foreign company to manage
the public transmission sector. Thus, the Law Decree 215-A/2012 updated the legislation
which now included conditions that allowed the government to supervise every activity of
the transmission and distribution companies in order to protect the public interest over
the private corporate interests.
Secondly, the same document revised the definitions of the ordinary and the special
regime. Before, the special regime producers differed from the ordinary regime producers
if the first relied on subsidized tariffs. Furthermore, special regime producers could only
sell the electricity they generated to the last resort supplier. After the implementation
of the Law Decree 215-A/2012 the special regime producers were now allowed to trade
in the liberalized market, not depending on the subsidized tariffs. Additionally, now
they could only sell the electricity to the last resort supplier during the period at which
they benefited from the subsidized tariffs and after that they would have to sell it in the
liberalized market or to the market facilitator. The market facilitator was an entity created
in this same document which was responsible for aggregating the electricity generated by
the special regime producers after their subsidized tariffs period was over and sell it in
organized markets or through bilateral contracts.
The Law Decree 215-B/2012 also settled new procedures for investors in new gener-
ation units of the special regime. It defined two types of process that would be applied
depending on the production unit specifications. If it was included in any of the following
12Concentrated Photovoltaic technology
13The Portuguese company REN responsible for the transmission of electricity was bought by State Grid
of China and Oman Oil
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(1) connection power higher than 1 MVA, (2) located on protected areas and had to sub-
mit an environmental impact assessment, (3) located on national waters or (4) trying to
obtain subsidized tariffs, the unit required a production license to operate. In any other
case it just required previous communication, which was a much faster and simple process
based on an online request that the regulating agency had to approve or reject within 35
days.
Following the strategy defined by the European Parliament in the Directive 2009/72/CE
of promoting competition in the electricity market the Law Decree 75/2012 finished what
the Law Decree 104/2010 had started, abolishing the regulated tariffs for consumers using
the last resort supplier. In 2010 the Law Decree 104/2010 established that, starting in
2011, only the Normal Low Voltage consumers 14 could still choose the last resort supplier
as their electricity supplier, which would practice the regulated tariffs. But in 2012 the
Law Decree 75/2012 established that after 2012 not even these consumers were allowed
to do it. Consequently, the last resort supplier became only responsible for supplying
electricity to financially fragile consumers, consumers at remote locations that could not
access another supplier and acquiring the electricity generated by the special regime.
The IMF intervention in Portugal led to the stagnation of new renewable energy
projects since these would harm more the national economy through the PRE overcost.
In fact, existing wind power plants, which were responsible for most of the PRE overcost,
had their feed-in tariffs reduced in 2013 with the implementation of Law Decree 35/3013.
In this document, it was established a reduction in the value of the tariffs paid to exist
wind farms in exchange for an extension on the production contract.
However, the exponential decrease of PV technology cost witnessed in the following
years led multiple investors to appeal for licenses of new solar PV power plants construc-
tions which would operate without incentives, and consequently would not cause an extra
cost to consumers. The actual construction of these power plants would bring the fair
competition that the market has been waiting since the penetration of renewable tech-
nologies in the grid but which has been hidden behind the feed-in-tariffs. In 2016, these
production licenses were released for the first time combining a total of 480 MW.
14consuming power at levels below 41.4 kW and 1 kV
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Chapter 4
Methodology and Calculations
It is expected that the integration of new GCPVS in the liberalized market will have an
impact on the daily market as these production units, having no substantial production
costs, will make sure they are dispatched whenever possible by bidding at a lower price
than market price. At the extreme, these producers will be willing to bid at 0 e/MWh
considering that whichever the fixed price, as long as P > 0 MWh their production will
more profitable than not being dispatched at all. However, the more solar producers
penetrate the market bidding at low prices the lower the average price gets and the less
profitable their investment becomes, which might prevent them from investing on such
project at a first place. Hence, it is important to evaluate what are the consequences that
a certain amount of solar penetration might cause for the solar producers themselves in
order to calculate the sustainability of these projects. This thesis project aimed to calculate
the maximum impact that 480 MWp of GCPVS operating without feed-in-tariffs would
have caused on the year of 2016.
4.1 The Scenario
According to the most recent news [14] the governmental agency responsible for the energy
sector, DGEG, has already approved 480 MW of solar PV to be installed in Portugal,
mainly in the Alentejo region, which will not benefit from the subsidized tariffs. This
total capacity will be distributed through projects between the 221 MW and 2,2 MW
although until the moment none of these is yet operational. For the rest of the analysis
it is important to remember that any outcome and result will be based this hypothetical
scenario where all the 480 MW are constructed, which may be different from the real
situation within a few years where either less or more than this capacity has been installed.
Thus, the scenario used for the calculations included the projects represented in table 4.1
which are the ones revealed until the moment.
Location MWp AVG daily kWh/kWp Promoter
Ourique 49 4,35 Expoentfokus
Ourique 46 4,35 Morning Chapter
E´vora 29 4,28 Expoentfokus
E´vora 25 4,28 Hyperion
Nisa 52 4,22 Expoentfokus
Estremoz 2,2 4,23 Infrapar
Alca´cer do Sal 4,3 Exus Management Partners
Castelo de Vide 4,15 Exus Management Partners
Santare´m 56 4,21 Exus Management Partners
Alcoutim 221 4,37 China Triumph International Engineering / Welink
Total/Average 480,2 4,32
Table 4.1: List of GCPVS that were accounted for the analysis, respective location and rate production [4]
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Figure 4.1: GCPVS that were accounted for the analysis and their equivalent single unit
The third column on the table represents the average daily production per kWp of
capacity installed at each project location. Such values were obtained using the CM-SAF
database of the Photovoltaic Geographic Information System, PVGIS, which is an on-
line simulator platform of solar PV production supported by the European Commission.
Hence, according to its description the data retrieved from this software is based on cal-
culations from satellite images during a period of 12 years, between 1998 and 2011, which
provides estimations with an approximated margin of error of 5% [5].
On the last row and the third column of the table it is represented the weighted
average daily rate of production of this solar generation mix, which can be used to evaluate
the system as a whole by replacing these several units, each with its parameters, by a
single production unit with the cumulative capacity. All it is needed is to find a location
sufficiently close to these units to ensure the same daylight hours throughout the year
and with an average production rate equal to 4,32 kWh/kWp. Note that there are three
projects that belong to the same promoter in Alca´cer do Sal, Castelo de Vide and Santare´m
and that it is known that they will accumulate 56 MW of peak power but nothing is known
about their distribution. It was assumed each of them will have one third of the total
capacity assigned by the promoter. Finally, the chosen location that represents the whole
system has the coordinates of 37,964 Latitude, -7,718 Longitude and all the following
simulations allocated a total installed capacity of 480 MWp to this location.
Figure 4.2: Interface of PVGIS platform [4].
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Figure 4.3: PVGIS estimation of daily radiation on Jan-
uary for given location [4]
Figure 4.4: PVGIS estimation of yearly production for
given location and capacity [4]
Furthermore, it was assumed all the PV panels are of the fixed plane type, are oriented
towards south at the optimal slope angle for this location, 34 degrees, and that the system
has 14% of losses, which is the standard value of the software. When setting these param-
eters, the installed capacity and the location on PVGIS it is possible to obtain the daily
radiation for every month and the yearly estimated production. The first provides the
average solar irradiance W/m2 at each 15 minutes for every month. The second provides
the expected average daily production for the given scenario for every month taking into
account the 14% losses of the system, 12% losses due to temperature and low irradiance
1 and 2,6% loss due to angular reflectance effects.
4.2 Calculations
Given the daily radiation shown in figure 4.3 as example it is possible to know how will the
total daily generation be distributed along the day. Since the frequency of solar intensity
data provided by PVGIS is at every 15 minutes it was assumed that during this period such
parameter remains constant implying that, in this model, each hour of sunlight will have a
maximum of four different solar radiation intensities. Hence, every hour was divided in four
equal intervals 2 and the solar radiation values obtained in the simulation were attributed
to the respective interval. Considering that the solar irradiance G is given in W/m2, the
energy generated in 15 minutes, in Wh/m2, with such solar irradiance is G/4. Adding
the energy generated in each of these four intervals results in the total energy generated
on average at such hour of such month per square meter. Finally, having calculated this
for every hour of solar production it is possible to obtain the hourly distribution of solar
production for a generic day of each month. The second step is to apply such distribution
to the expected average daily production of our system retrieved from the other PVGIS
simulation, represented in figure 4.4. In summary, it has been calculated the average
hourly production of the given scenario for a generic day of each month based on the data
provided by 12 years of satellite images. Figure 4.5 represents the process for the first
hours of January as an example. Note that the third column of first table is equal to the
one obtained in the simulations of figure 4.3.
Following, to analyze the impact that the additional production of solar energy would
have on the market price it was required to access relevant figures about the market dur-
ing the period study. Thus, it was considered most appropriate to evaluate the impact
1using local ambient temperature
2xx:00h - xx:15h, xx:15h - xx:30h, xx:30h - xx:45h and xx:45h - yy:00h
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Figure 4.5: Example of data analysis exercise for January.
that such solar penetration would have had on the year of 2016 as it has the most recent
annual market results. Furthermore, remember it was said that this study aims to eval-
uate the worst scenario a solar producer would face in the given scenario, which requires
the assumption of certain conditions even acknowledging that some are not expected to
happen so frequently on the current market. Thus, the following assumptions have to be
considered:
1. The first assumption of the model is that there is no market splitting between Por-
tugal and Spain, which already happens on most than 90% of the time and on what
the MIBEL is working to improve. A congested interconnection line either rises or
drops the price on the Portuguese region depending if it is exporting or importing.
As it is not possible to predict in which direction the power will flow nor if the lines
will constraint in the future because it depends on the generation mix and demand
of the day, such ambiguity would bring inconsistent results. Consequently only days
of 2016 without market splitting were studied.
2. The second assumption might be the most critical for the model as it has a substan-
tial impact on the results. It was assumed that there is no technical restrictions on
the daily market. As mentioned above, these are adjustments made, if necessary, by
the grid operations manager depending on a daily grid security analysis and which
are not supposed impact more than 5% of the energy transacted. However it has
been seen in the recent times that this value is frequently exceeded which typically
increases the price with the dispatch of expensive technologies such as thermal and
nuclear. Hence, the solar producer if was still dispatched after such adjustments
would only benefit from the situation by selling at a higher price. Since the aim is
to evaluate the worst scenario for the producer it is reasonable to not include such
technical restriction. Furthermore, as for the first assumption, being such adjust-
ments unpredictable, their inclusion in the model would also bring inconsistencies
to the results unless another model to predict such restrictions was used.
3. The third assumption consists on that the solar producers responsible for the 480
MW of GCPVS will always bid at 0 e/MWh to guarantee they are always dispatched
if market price P ≥ 0 e/MWh.
As result the study included the analysis of 12 days, one for each month, that were
chosen based on three criteria: be weekdays, be the closest to the 15th day of the month
and not have market splitting on the hours of solar production. Following, the analysis
was based on affecting the intersection of buy and sell orders of each productive hour with
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: OMIE Daily market hourly price on:(a) January 15, 2016. (b) January 12, 2016. [38]
Figure 4.7: Visual representation of the pretended analysis to be applied to each hour. Adapted from [38].
the respective estimated solar production of the given scenario. Hence, all the remaining
information needed to complete the model could be found on the OMIE public website
where it is provided a database with all the results of the spot market. Figure 4.6 represents
the interface of the OMIE platform for the hourly price results on two distinct days. Note
that the horizontal axis of both figures has the daily hours given in the format hour 1,
2, etc, which correspond to first hour of the day (00:00h - 01:00h), second hour (01:00h -
02:00h) and so on. This is the format that will be used on the rest of the model. Also, in
the same figure it is possible to see a price difference between the Portuguese and Spanish
markets - market splitting - from hour 7 to hour 10 of January 15th, consequently other
days around this date were verified until that the January 12th was the closest day with
a single price for the whole solar productive period and consequently was included in the
analysis.
The next step consisted on accessing the aggregated supply and demand curves for
each hour of the day and shift the supply curve with the respective amounts of estimated
solar production. Figure 4.7 illustrates an example of the intended objective through a
visual representation, however it is merely descriptive as its values do not represent any
real values calculated on the model. Note that curve affected is the sale offers curve and
not the matched sale offers curve as the second includes the technical restrictions, here
ignored.
Thus, all the excel sheets containing the market bids for each hour of solar production
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Figure 4.8: Demonstration of supply and demand curves construction for the first productive hour of January.
[38]
were downloaded from the database and for each one the data was grouped by categories
of sale offer and purchase offer. This data was then processed to get the real aggregated
demand and supply curves in the tabular form, which enabled the computation of the
hypothetical supply curve with additional PV generation where the production of the
given scenario was also included, bidding at 0 e/MWh. Again, figure 4.8 exemplifies such
process for the first productive hour of January 12th, where the upper table represents
the one containing market orders provided by OMIE with column F specifying if the order
is a buy with a ”C”, or a sell with a ”V”, and the column I specifying if it is matched
after technical restrictions with ”C”, or not with ”O”. The lower table represents the data
already filtered and processed with the first row of last two columns corresponding to the
solar production of the given scenario at such hour, in this hour 32,31 MWh.
After repeating this process for each productive hour of all 12 days finally it was
calculated the intersections between the three curves, demand - supply and demand - new
supply containing additional solar PV, for which was used the software Matlab. Hence,
for each hour it was created a script with the following structure:
1. Import data from the excel file.
2. Interpolate linearly each set of data - demand curve, supply curve and new supply
curve - to each 0,1 MWh.
3. Find the coordinates where demand curve intersects supply curve.
4. Find the coordinates where demand curve intersect new supply curve.
5. Plot graphic.
While the first step refuse any further explanation, the second step is critical for the
model as without it it would impossible to find the intersections. Since the tables with
bids imported from OMIE are composed by discrete buying and selling orders these had to
be converted into linear functions in order to be possible to find an intersection between
them. Hence, it was required to interpolate the data to the 0,1 MWh as this it is the
smallest unit provided on data of OMIE database. For that, the Matlab function interp1
was used as it can be seen in figure 4.9. To find the intersection coordinates the function
find was asked to return the first demand coordinates at which the price difference between
the demand and supply curves, and repeated for the new supply curve, was below eps3,
which is the smallest unit a computer is able to process.
3eps = 2−52
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Figure 4.9: Matlab code used to calculate intersections
Figure 4.10: Matlab plotting the demand and sup-
ply curves
Figure 4.11: Results obtained for the 12th January, 2016.
Having calculated all the intersections, two per hour of solar production, all it was
remaining was to quantify the difference between intersections of each hour and present
them clearly. Therefore, all the intersections were ”called” on a new file, which got all
their values in a single run, and a final script was coded to present the absolute impact,
in e/MWh, and the relative impact, in %, that the price of each analyzed hour would
have been submitted. This final script was divided by sections where at each section the
representative day of each month is studied. Figure 4.11 illustrates, as demonstration, the
results obtained with the code on Appendix for January 12th 2016.
4.3 Simulations
As mentioned above, this study was based on a sample of 12 days, one from each month of
2016, testing the impact that 480 MWp of solar PV capacity would have had on each hour
of these days. As each month has its own daylight schedules, which determines the solar
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Figure 4.12: Daily Production Distribution of Solar PV on given location
production periods, the total amount of simulations were not evenly distributed between
all days. Based on the data provided by the PVGIS software the daily solar production
on the given location occurs between hours 6 and 20 on the largest days, in June, and
hours 8 and 17 on the shortest days, in January and December. More specifically, figure
4.12 represents the daily production distribution on the location of the hypothetical base
scenario for each month. Consequently, a total of 150 hours belonging to the following
days have been studied according to the methodology described on the previous section:
1. January 12, 2016;
2. February 15, 2016;
3. March 15, 2016;
4. April 11, 2016;
5. May 16, 2016;
6. June 23, 2016;
7. July 14, 2016;
8. August 15, 2016;
9. September 15, 2016;
10. October 14, 2016;
11. November 15, 2016;
12. December 15, 2016;
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Chapter 5
Results Analysis
5.1 By Month
5.1.1 January
The electricity production on the given scenario was estimated to reach 1470 MWh on
a reference day of January distributed as in table 5.1. Hence the simulations applied
to the January 12th resulted on a total of 10 analyzed hours, from hour 8 to hour 17
as represented in figure 5.1, where the maximum impact on the price, before technical
restrictions, was felt when this was at its highest value, between 08:00h and 09:00h. On
the opposite, the lowest impact on the price took place between 16:00h and 17:00h where
both supply curves intersected the same horizontal branch of the demand curve resulting
in a 0 e/MWh impact on the price. In conclusion, the injection of 1470 MWh to the daily
production decreased on average 0,8836 e/MWh the price on the hours that solar PV was
producing, which is equivalent to 5,99%.
January distribution MWh
07:00 - 08:00 2,2% 32,34
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 114,95
09:00 - 10:00 11,4% 167,27
10:00 - 11:00 13,8% 202,86
11:00 - 12:00 15,0% 220,98
12:00 - 13:00 15,0% 220,98
13:00 - 14:00 13,8% 202,86
14:00 - 15:00 11,4% 167,27
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 114,95
16:00 - 17:00 1,7% 25,55
TOTAL 100% 1470
Table 5.1: Estimated production of given scenario on a January reference day.
However, it is important to expose the generation mix of January 12 2016 as it in-
fluences heavily the calculated results. Hence, according to OMIE monthly reports, the
technologies producing during this day were mainly of the renewable type in both countries
which allowed them to share a relatively low price without congesting the lines. While in
Spain wind power dominated most of the production with hydro and nuclear coming right
after, in Portugal it was hydro who dominated the production. See figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Simulation results for January 12 2016.
5.1.2 February
For February, it was estimated that the daily electricity production of the 480 MWp of
PV technology on our scenario would to reach the 1920 MWh between the hour 8 and 18
as shown in table 5.2. Hence the simulations done to the February 15th curves resulted
on the impacts shown on figure 5.2 which, as it is possible to concluded, were almost zero
except for hour 13 and 14. However, it is also possible to see that all the original prices,
before technical restrictions, assumed a very low value which could only be practiced by
renewable technologies. Hence, the this means that the demand curve intersected the
supply curve when this was still on its first steps - mostly horizontal - and consequently
the new supply curve which is only shifted to the right could not have great impact. In
conclusion, the additional solar PV would have reduced the prices, on average during
its productive hours, by 0,0778 e/MWh, or 4,4%. This value would have been much
less if hours 13 and 14 were not included in the calculations as these have price impacts
substantially higher than the rest.
February distribution MWh
07:00 - 08:00 3,9% 75,72
08:00 - 09:00 7,8 % 149,96
09:00 - 10:00 10,9% 209,72
10:00 - 11:00 13,1% 251,12
11:00 - 12:00 14,2% 272,15
12:00 - 13:00 14,2% 272,15
13:00 - 14:00 13,1% 251,12
14:00 - 15:00 10,9% 209,72
15:00 - 16:00 7,8 % 149,96
16:00 - 17:00 3,9 % 75,72
17:00 - 18:00 0,1 % 2,67
TOTAL 100% 1920,00
Table 5.2: Estimated production of given scenario on a February reference day.
Such low prices can be explained by looking at figure 5.4 where it can be seen that in
this day there were almost no thermal power plants supplying the demand in the Iberian
peninsula. The combination of wind and hydro power volume was considerably bigger
than the most of the days of February. Therefore, on those days when more expensive
technology produced more, probably the supply curve on the analyzed hours would have
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Figure 5.2: Simulation results for February 15 2016.
a higher slope resulting in a bigger impact of additional solar PV on the price.
Figure 5.3: Generation mix on January 12 2016.
Adapted from [28].
Figure 5.4: Generation mix on February 15
2016.Adapted from [29].
5.1.3 March
For March it was estimated that the 480 MWp of solar power would generate 2200 MWh on
an average day distributed between hour 7 and 18. On March 15, the simulations showed
that the impact on the price was considerably stable in most of the productive hours not
exceeding the 0,32 e/MWh except on hour 15 which impact reached the 1,18 e/MWh.
On average, the solar production on this day reduced the price by 0,2861 e/MWh, or
1,53%, on its productive hours. Note that the market prices, before technical restrictions,
on this day were considerably higher than the days presented above due to the inclusion
of a higher share of coal on the energy mix, as it is presented in figure 5.7.
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March distribution MWh
06:00 - 07:00 1,4% 31,89
07:00 - 08:00 4,9% 107,38
08:00 - 09:00 8,0% 175,94
09:00 - 10:00 10,5% 230,44
10:00 - 11:00 12,1% 267,29
11:00 - 12:00 13,0% 285,84
12:00 - 13:00 13,0% 285,84
13:00 - 14:00 12,1% 267,29
14:00 - 15:00 10,5% 230,44
15:00 - 16:00 8,0% 175,94
16:00 - 17:00 4,9% 107,38
17:00 - 18:00 1,6% 34,32
TOTAL 100% 2200,00
Table 5.3: Estimated production of given scenario on a March reference day.
Figure 5.5: Simulation results for March 15 2016.
5.1.4 April
On April, it was estimated a total of 2210 MWh a day would come out of the 480 MWp
between hour 6 and 19. Thus, the calculated results presented on figure 5.6 indicate that
this solar penetration would not have any impact on the majority of the time as only
the hours 10, 11, 13 and 14 would have its market prices reduced, ranging between 0,37
e/MWh and 0,5 e/MWh. Similarly to the 15th of February, which until now as been
the less affected day, the market prices before technical restrictions on this day were also
considerably lower than the average never exceeding the 5 e/MWh. Hence, the average
reduction on the analyzed hours of this day was 0,1339 e/MWh, or 3,37%.
The similarities in price between this day and the 12th of February become clear when
the energy mix of each day is compared since these are also very similar with a hydro and
wind power dominating the energy production and a very low presence of fossil fuels.
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April distribution MWh
05:00 - 06:0 0,2% 3,91
06:00 - 07:00 2,1% 46,51
07:00 - 08:00 5,1% 112,22
08:00 - 09:00 7,9% 175,09
09:00 - 10:00 10,2% 226,04
10:00 - 11:00 11,8% 261,08
11:00 - 12:00 12,6% 278,86
12:00 - 13:00 12,6% 278,86
13:00 - 14:00 11,8% 261,08
14:00 - 15:00 10,2% 226,04
15:00 - 16:00 7,9% 175,09
16:00 - 17:00 5,1% 112,22
17:00 - 18:00 2,1% 46,51
18:00 - 19:00 0,3% 6,49
TOTAL 100% 2210,00
Table 5.4: Estimated production of given scenario on an April reference day.
Figure 5.6: Simulation results for April 11 2016.
Figure 5.7: Generation mix on March 15 2016.
Adapted from [32].
Figure 5.8: Generation mix on April 11 2016. Adapted
from [25].
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5.1.5 May
In the month of May the estimated solar energy production reached the 2290 MWh per day
distributed between the hours 6 and 19. Hence, May 16th of 2016 was analyzed and the
simulations provided the results on figure 5.9. It is possible to see that in this case, while
the price before technical restrictions was in general as low as for the days of February
and April, the impacts were relatively higher. More specifically, the average price decrease
caused by the solar penetration was accounted as 0,2168 e/MWh, or 5,07%. In terms of
generation mix, as it is represented in figure 5.11, this day was characterized by a strong
share of hydro power clearly dominating the generation in both countries, yet a weaker
share of wind power when compared to the February 15th and April 11th which might
have cause the difference in the impacts.
May distribution MWh
05:00 - 06:00 0,6% 14,36
06:00 - 07:00 2,4% 54,03
07:00 - 08:00 5,2% 118,30
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 179,76
09:00 - 10:00 10,0% 229,94
10:00 - 11:00 11,6% 264,79
11:00 - 12:00 12,3% 282,65
12:00 - 13:00 12,3% 282,65
13:00 - 14:00 11,6% 264,79
14:00 - 15:00 10,0% 229,94
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 179,76
16:00 - 17:00 5,2% 118,30
17:00 - 18:00 2,4% 54,03
18:00 - 19:00 0,7% 16,72
TOTAL 100% 2290,00
Table 5.5: Estimated production of given scenario on a May reference day.
Figure 5.9: Simulation results for May 16 2016.
5.1.6 June
The daily solar production in June was estimated to reach 2440 MWh between hour 6 and
20, which makes it the month with largest daylight period, together with July. Thus, the
analyzed day was June 23th 2016, which results appeared to be divided in two periods as
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seen in figure 5.10. The first was until hour 12, where the impacts were not irrelevant but
all below 0,6 e/MWh, and a second period from hour 13 to 18, where the impacts ranged
between 1,03 e/MWh and 2,03 e/MWh. In the last two hours of the productive day, when
the market prices reached a minimum of 12 e/MWh the impact was null. In conclusion,
the average price decrease, before technical restrictions, caused by the additional solar PV
generation was on average 0,6772 e/MWh, or 3,67%. The energy mix on this day was
considerably shorter on renewable technologies when compared to the previous months,
specially for the Portuguese system which replaced a high volume of hydro and wind
production, seen until now, by coal and gas thermal power plants.
June distribution MWh
05:00 - 06:00 0,7% 17,45
06:00 - 07:00 2,2% 54,15
07:00 - 08:00 5,0% 122,73
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 189,66
09:00 - 10:00 10,1% 245,28
10:00 - 11:00 11,7% 284,75
11:00 - 12:00 12,5% 305,04
12:00 - 13:00 12,5% 305,04
13:00 - 14:00 11,7% 284,75
14:00 - 15:00 10,1% 245,28
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 189,66
16:00 - 17:00 5,0% 122,73
17:00 - 18:00 2,2% 54,15
18:00 - 19:00 0,7% 17,45
19:00 - 20:00 0,1% 1,90
TOTAL 100% 2440,00
Table 5.6: Estimated production of given scenario on a June reference day.
Figure 5.10: Simulation results for June 23 2016.
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Figure 5.11: Generation mix on May 16 2016. Adapted
from [33].
Figure 5.12: Generation mix on June 23 2016. Adapted
from [31].
5.1.7 July
For July, the estimated daily solar production on the given scenario reached the 2550
MWh, which makes it the most productive month and together with June, the one with
longest daylight periods distributed between hours 6 and 20. Hence, the simulations were
applied to the July 14th where the results seem to indicate that the impacts were mostly
concentrated on the hours of the middle leaving the first two and last three hours of the
day almost intact. The average price reduction on the analyzed hours due to additional
solar production was calculated to be 0,8554 e/MWh, or 4,37%. Note that the energy
mix on this July 14th 2016 was composed by a strong share of wind, however, hydro
power production was considerably lower than when compared to the first months arising
the increase of coal and natural gas power generation, which consequently increased the
market prices.
July distribution MWh
05:00 - 06:00 0,5% 12,77
06:00 - 07:00 2,0% 50,48
07:00 - 08:00 4,9% 124,54
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 197,83
09:00 - 10:00 10,2% 259,38
10:00 - 11:00 11,9% 303,30
11:00 - 12:00 12,8% 326,11
12:00 - 13:00 12,8% 326,11
13:00 - 14:00 11,9% 303,30
14:00 - 15:00 10,2% 259,38
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 197,83
16:00 - 17:00 4,9% 124,54
17:00 - 18:00 2,0% 50,48
18:00 - 19:00 0,5% 12,77
19:00 - 20:00 0,0% 1,19
TOTAL 100% 2550,00
Table 5.7: Estimated production of given scenario on a July reference day.
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Figure 5.13: Simulation results for July 14 2016.
5.1.8 August
For August, the estimated solar production of the given scenario reached 2500 MWh per
day, which makes it the second most productive month even with its days shorter than
June since the the solar production is distributed between hours 6 and 19. The chosen
day from this month to be analyzed was August 15th, which simulations results concluded
that the impact, before technical restrictions, would be felt almost at every hour. With
the decrease in price varying between 0,3 e/MWh and 3,09 e/MWh, excluding the zero
impact on the first and last hour, the average price drop was calculated to reach 0,9344
e/MWh, or 4,62%.
In terms of production, the generation mix on this day was even less renewable than
the day of July with hydro power remaining very low and wind also decreasing its share,
which relatively increased the share of fossil thermal power plants.
August distribution MWh
05:00 - 06:00 0,2% 6,02
06:00 - 07:00 1,9% 46,41
07:00 - 08:00 4,8% 120,74
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 194,91
09:00 - 10:00 10,3% 256,93
10:00 - 11:00 12,0% 300,80
11:00 - 12:00 12,9% 323,37
12:00 - 13:00 12,9% 323,37
13:00 - 14:00 12,0% 300,80
14:00 - 15:00 10,3% 256,93
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 194,91
16:00 - 17:00 4,8% 120,74
17:00 - 18:00 1,9% 46,41
18:00 - 19:00 0,3% 7,64
TOTAL 100% 2500,00
Table 5.8: Estimated production of given scenario on an August reference day.
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Figure 5.14: Simulation results for August 15 2016.
Figure 5.15: Generation mix on July 16 2016. Adapted
from [30].
Figure 5.16: Generation mix on August 15 2016.
Adapted from [26].
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5.1.9 September
In September it was estimated that the daily solar production was distributed between
hour 6 and 19 and reached a total generation of 2270 MWh. Hence, the 15th of September
was analyzed which resulted in the outcomes of figure 5.17. It is possible to see that with
the original prices before technical restriction being quite stable in all productive hours,
ranging between 28 e/MWh and 35 e/MWh, the absolute impact was always below 0,3
e/MWh, excluding hour 11 when it reached 1,45 e/MWh. On average, the additional
solar PV decreased the price by 0,22 e/MWh, or 0,72%. The energy mix on this day is
represented on figure 5.19 and as it is possible to conclude, on this day coal dominated the
Portuguese energy mix and nuclear the Spanish, while wind power came second on both
markets.
September distribution MWh
06:00 - 07:00 1,5% 34,12
07:00 - 08:00 4,6% 104,94
08:00 - 09:00 7,8% 177,06
09:00 - 10:00 10,5% 237,29
10:00 - 11:00 12,3% 279,68
11:00 - 12:00 13,3% 301,22
12:00 - 13:00 13,3% 301,22
13:00 - 14:00 12,3% 279,68
14:00 - 15:00 10,5% 237,29
15:00 - 16:00 7,8% 177,06
16:00 - 17:00 4,6% 104,94
17:00 - 18:00 1,5% 34,12
18:00 - 19:00 0,1% 1,38
TOTAL 100% 2270,00
Table 5.9: Estimated production of given scenario on a September reference day.
Figure 5.17: Simulation results for September 15 2016.
5.1.10 October
The daily solar production in October was estimated to reach 2020 MWh distributed be-
tween hours 7 and 18. So, the day submitted to the simulations was October 14 and as
figure 5.18 demonstrates, the solar penetration on this day focused its impact between
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hours 13 and 15 decreasing the market price in this period by nearly 0,9 e/MWh on aver-
age, almost four times the highest impact excluded from this period, at hour 16. Conse-
quently, the average price reduction on the productive hours, before technical restrictions,
was calculated to reach 0,2906 e/MWh, or 0,74%.
In terms of electricity supply the energy mix of this day in the Portuguese region was
mostly focused on thermal power plants with both coal and natural gas leading the total
production, while in the Spanish region it was nuclear who dominated the production with
coal and wind coming in second and third place, respectively.
October distribution MWh
06:00 - 07:00 0,2% 3,61
07:00 - 08:00 4,3% 86,39
08:00 - 09:00 7,9% 158,59
09:00 - 10:00 10,8% 218,10
10:00 - 11:00 12,8% 259,18
11:00 - 12:00 13,9% 280,16
12:00 - 13:00 13,9% 280,16
13:00 - 14:00 12,8% 259,18
14:00 - 15:00 10,8% 218,10
15:00 - 16:00 7,9% 158,59
16:00 - 17:00 4,3% 86,39
17:00 - 18:00 0,6% 11,55
TOTAL 100% 2020,00
Table 5.10: Estimated production of given scenario on an October reference day.
Figure 5.18: Simulation results for October 14 2016.
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Figure 5.19: Generation mix on September 15 2016.
Adapted from [36].
Figure 5.20: Generation mix on October 14 2016.
Adapted from [35].
5.1.11 November
For the month of November it was estimated a total daily solar production of 1660 MWh,
distributed between hours 8 and 17 as shown in table 5.11. Hence, the day analyzed in
the simulations was the November 15th and as results on figure 5.21 represent, the impact
cause by the solar penetration on the market price before technical restrictions on this
day never exceeded the 0,28 e/MWh. Furthermore, it is also possible to conclude that
the original prices were considerably higher on this day than on any of the days seen until
now, never falling below 43 e/MWh on the solar productive hours. The average price
impact on these hours was calculated to be 0,0828 e/MWh, or 0,19%.
To conclude, the energy mix supplying the analyzed day is represented on figure 5.23
and shows that, while wind power was increased compared to the previous simulation and
supplied most of the consumption on both countries, hydro power and other renewable
technologies production was decreased which resulted on a bigger share of fossil fuels
production and a price increase.
November distribution MWh
07:00 - 08:00 2,9% 48,61
08:00 - 09:00 8,8% 145,62
09:00 - 10:00 12,3% 203,89
10:00 - 11:00 14,6% 241,74
11:00 - 12:00 15,5% 257,95
12:00 - 13:00 15,2% 252,62
13:00 - 14:00 13,6% 225,43
14:00 - 15:00 10,7% 177,25
15:00 - 16:00 5,7% 94,12
16:00 - 17:00 0,8% 12,76
TOTAL 100% 1660,00
Table 5.11: Estimated production of given scenario on a November reference day.
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Figure 5.21: Simulation results for November 15 2016.
5.1.12 December
In December, it was estimated that the given scenario would provide a daily solar pro-
duction of 1380 MWh, making it the less productive month. This daily production would
then be distributed between hours 8 and 17, as shown in table 5.12, which also makes
it the month with shortest daylight periods, together with January. So, the simulations
were applied to December 15th, which was the day within the sample with highest prices,
following the trend seen in the previous months. Hence, the results of figure 5.22 indicated
that every hour of the solar productive period of the day was affected by this PV penetra-
tion, which in this study had only happened in March 15. However, only between hours
9 and 13 this impact was above the 0,1 e/MWh. On this day the price before technical
restrictions was reduced on average, during the productive hours, by 0,2802 e/MWh, or
0,5%. Such high prices mentioned above are explained by the energy mix of the day, with
thermal and coal technologies leading the production on both countries.
December distribution MWh
07:00 - 08:00 1,4% 19,71
08:00 - 09:00 7,7% 106,56
09:00 - 10:00 11,6% 159,42
10:00 - 11:00 14,2% 195,57
11:00 - 12:00 15,5% 213,87
12:00 - 13:00 15,5% 213,87
13:00 - 14:00 14,2% 195,57
14:00 - 15:00 11,6% 159,42
15:00 - 16:00 7,7% 106,56
16:00 - 17:00 0,7% 9,43
TOTAL 100% 1380,00
Table 5.12: Estimated production of given scenario on a December reference day.
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Figure 5.22: Simulation results for December 15 2016.
Figure 5.23: Generation mix on November 15 2016.
Adapted from [34].
Figure 5.24: Generation mix on December 14 2016.
Adapted from [27].
5.2 Averages
In order to have a broad perspective of the results of the simulations it is important to
present the average values of these. Thus, in figures 5.25 and 5.27 it is presented, for the
solar productive period, the average price, the average absolute impact and the average
relative impact of each day and hour. However, remember that the sample size used to
calculate each of these values was not constant as the daylight periods are also variable.
For example, the average values of hour 20 only include the results of June and July as
these are the only months with solar production at this hour.
The findings of figure 5.25 indicate that, as expected, the three days with higher daily
production, which are the ones belonging to June, July and August, are among the days
with higher average absolute impact. However, January 12th was also among these days
despite the fact that it had the second smallest daily production rate, which might seem
quite contradictory. Looking at the figure it can be seen that the three days of June,
July and August had an average original price before technical restrictions quite similar,
ranging from 19,91 e/MWh to 22,89 e/MWh and that the closest practiced prices to
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this range belonged to the days of January and March, 10,37e/MWh and 28,19e/MWh,
respectively, which are exactly the other two days in the top five days with highest absolute
impact. However, note that January 12 absolute impact was three times higher than
March’s day impact. Therefore, based on the sample used, it can be concluded that
the market prices suffered a substantially higher absolute impact when the average price,
during solar productive hours and before technical restrictions, was between between the
10,37 e/MWh and 22,89 e/MWh. Actually, for the four days having its average price
within this range this was reduced by an average of 0,8375 e/MWh while the calculated
average reduction when all days were included was less than half of it, by 0,41 e/MWh.
Furthermore, as represented in figure 5.26, with the exception of October and December
days, as daily average price approaches to the interval 10,37 - 22,89 e/MWh the absolute
impact also increases, supporting the theory that the average price most sensitive to the
solar penetration of the given scenario relies within this interval.
However, with January 12th average price being so distinct from the prices of June, July
and August days, the other days with highest impacts, it deserves a particular attention.
Looking at this day results on figure 5.1 it is clear that such absolute impact derives mainly
from hour 9 alone with its price being decreased by 5,2 e/MWh, more than four times
the second highest impact of the day. In addition, it is possible to see that the price at
hour 9 was 18,2 e/MWh, which is also substantially higher than any other price of the
day and much closer to the average price of July, June and August, indicating that the
most sensitive price relies closer to 20 e/MWh than to 10 e/MWh.
Figure 5.25: Averages by month
Figure 5.26: Average daily impact ordered by increasing average price
Nevertheless, while that for consumers having its consumption volume depending on
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the market price (elastic demand) the absolute impact is the most interesting parameter
to be analyzed since it will influence the energy that these will be able to buy, for con-
sumers with a fixed consumption rate (rigid demand) it is more important to analyze the
relative impact. For this consumers it has more meaning knowing that their electricity
expenses could be reduced by 5% or 10% after such solar PV penetration. Hence, looking
at figure 5.25 it is possible to conclude that the relative impact, even though it is not
strictly inversely proportional to the average market price, it clearly assumes different
magnitudes for daily average prices before technical restrictions above and below the 22
- 28 e/MWh interval. While that on the days from January to August excluding March,
which correspond to the lowest price days, the average price was reduce by 3,4% to 8,52%,
on the rest this reduction was never above 1,01%.
An alternative analysis that can be done to complement the one above is to calculate
the average impact at each hour of solar production on the given sample. This approach
provides the perspective of the average solar impact through out the day.
Therefore, as figure 5.27 represents, it is clear that the strong solar production impact
relies between hour 9 and 15. However, while the maximum production occurs at hours 12
and 13, with these combining between 25% and 31% of total daily productions depending
on the month, it seems that the maximum impact happens at hour 9 which is never
responsible for more than 8,8% of total production, see figure 4.12. Thus, this might be
explained by the average price of hour 9 or by the average energy mix supplying at hour 9
on the days of the sample. When looking at the remaining hours of the period with highest
absolute impact, from hour 9 to 15, it is possible to conclude that, with the exceptions of
hours 11 and 12, as the other prices approach the price of hour 9 their absolute impact
also increases. Thus, it seems that an average hourly price of 24,44 e/MWh, practiced at
hour 9, is closer to the price that experiences a higher impact and which could be the one
of hour 7 or 8, as these are the only above such price, but since solar production on these
hours is substantially lower their impact does not represent it.
Finally, based on the sample used, the hourly average price decrease reached a maxi-
mum of 0,78 e/MWh at hour 9 and a minimum of 0,01 e/MWh at hour 19, setting an
average of 0,37 e/MWh. On the contrary to what happens with the average daily prices
where the values experience great variations between each other, the average hourly price
is much more constant ranging between 14,66 e/MWh and 25,32 e/MWh. Furthermore,
the relative impact and absolute impact on the average hourly price, except for hour 18
were always proportional as figure 5.28 represents.
Figure 5.27: Averages by hour
To conclude, having evaluate the average impact at each hour and day of the given
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Figure 5.28: Average hourly impact ordered by increasing average price
sample, it seems clear that the higher average absolute impact takes place when the price
before technical restrictions is around 24 e/MWh. In fact, for both analysis presented
above it was concluded that the maximum impact was neither at the most productive day
nor hour but when the average price was closer to this value. However, it is important
to recall that it must be taken into account the energy mix that was present at each day
and hour as it is such mix that defines the supply curve and consequently influences the
sensitivity of price.
5.3 Economic Impact
Having presented the results obtained from the simulations it is time to translate these into
what they might mean for a solar producer included on those 480 MWp of the analyzed
scenario. Thus, assuming that each analyzed day of 2016 represents its whole month in
terms of solar daily production, average market price before technical restrictions and
average impact of additional solar PV in such price is possible to calculate the economic
impact that the the given scenario would have caused on this hypothetical 2016.
However, before presenting the results it is important to remember that as the prices of
this scenario do not include technical restrictions, because they try to simulate the worst
scenario from the perspective of the solar producer and these might increase the price,
the revenues presented on table 5.13 will be below of what investors would ever expect if
these include them on their calculations.
Revenue with sample prices Revenue with additional PV Diff
January 467 180,54 e 431 812,00 e 35 368,53 e
February 99 648,21 e 93 352,44 e 6 295,77 e
March 62 572,13 e 61 848,42 e 723,70 e
April 241 874,01 e 227 521,55 e 14 352,47 e
May 296 625,79 e 277 836,33 e 18 789,46 e
June 1 530 354,03 e 1 466 423,99 e 63 930,04 e
July 1 557 941,35 e 1 454 317,10 e 103 624,25 e
August 1 695 036,32 e 1 593 769,20 e 101 267,12 e
September 2 059 207,44 e 2 038 016,33 e 21 191,11 e
October 2 455 799,22 e 2 431 082,64 e 24 716,58 e
November 2 162 144,94 e 2 156 720,53 e 5 424,41 e
December 2 341 834,53 e 2 326 483,69 e 15 350,84 e
TOTAL 14 970 218,51 e 14 559 184,21 e 411 034,30 e
Table 5.13: Estimated annual revenue of the given scenario with sample prices before technical restrictions and
reduced prices due to solar penetration
As seen in table 5.13 the results of the economic analysis, extrapolating each hourly
price before technical restrictions from the sample to the rest of the respective month,
indicate that the additional 480 MWp of solar PV would have had a revenue with prices
of 2016 411 043 ehigher than with reduced prices. Such economic impact corresponds to a
decrease of 2,75% on the annual income and an average monthly revenue 34 252eshorter.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Being the electricity market a playground for a competitive regime, meaning that its
prices will get closer to the marginal costs of each production technology as competition
increases, one cannot assume that the penetration of generation units in energy mix will
not influence the price. Therefore, before investing in a new production unit to penetrate
the market and estimating its potential revenue with current prices, it is important that
the investor does the exercise of calculating the impact that itself will have on the market
prices before doing such economic evaluation. This because there will be a point where
the penetration of additional low variable cost technology, as solar PV, in a market which
is already saturated will push the market prices below the minimum limit to keep its
production profitable. In Portugal, with the construction approval of new solar PV power
plants which will compete in the market with other producers this analysis of calculating
the saturation point has become an even more important.
With that in mind, this thesis aimed to quantify the impact that the additional solar
PV technology penetrating the Portuguese market and not benefiting from feed-in-tariffs
might have on its electricity prices. Based on the recent reports, until the moment 480
MWp of this type of production were approved for construction which served as base
scenario for the simulations. Hence, one day from each month of 2016 was chosen based
on the following criteria: be the closest to the 15th day of the month, not have market
splitting on solar productive hours and be weekdays. Following, these days were analyzed
by considering their supply and demand curves without technical restrictions of each solar
productive hour. These supply curves were then adjusted to include the respective solar
production of the base scenario assuming these producers were bidding at 0 e/MWh to
ensure they were always dispatched. As expected and demonstrated in the results of the
simulations, such penetration would have caused a reduction in market prices depending
on several parameters such as the original market price before technical restrictions, the
energy mix supplying the demand at each hour, which is also related to the first, and the
volume of solar production coming from the base scenario at such hour.
The results of each day and hour were considerably different from each other as the the
parameters mentioned above defining them were also very different. In fact, the second half
of 2016 was much more dry than the first half, implying higher market prices on the days
from September to December than on the rest, never falling below 30 e/MWh, due to a
more frequent dispatch of fossil fuels thermal power plants. On the contrary, the analyzed
days of February, April and May were supplied almost exclusively by renewable sources
which set their average prices before technical restrictions far below the other days, never
exceeding the 4 e/MWh. However, when looking at the daily average impacts on figure
5.25 it is possible to see that its maximum would not have occurred at any of these two
periods, but when the averages prices during solar productive periods and before technical
restrictions were set at lows 20 e/MWh. More specifically, this conclusion resulted from
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the evaluation of the 4 days with highest daily average impact, which belong to January,
June, July and August and which average daily prices during productive periods ranged
between 10,37 e/MWh and 22,89 e/MWh. When mentioned above that the highest
impact would be set at prices of lows 20 e/MWh was because January 12th, which sets
the lower limit of the interval with 10,37 e/MWh, had its considerably high daily average
impact heavily increased by one single hour where the price was 18,20 e/MWh, much closer
to the average price of the other 3 days than its own daily average price. Furthermore,
it is important to note that the maximum average daily impact would be felt in August
while maximum solar production takes place in July, which supports the theory that the
average price before technical restriction has a great influence on the absolute impact.
Hence, for these four days, the solar production of the given scenario would cause a
reduction in the average hourly price between 0,68 e/MWh and 0,93 e/MWh, averaging
0,84 e/MWh, while the average daily reduction of the remaining 8 days averaged 0,20
e/MWh. Consequently, the average daily impact on the hours of solar production it was
estimated to reach 0,41 e/MWh.
Simultaneously, an alternative approach was to determine each hourly average im-
pact taking into account all the hours of the sample, which resulted in similar outcomes.
According to the simulations, this approach also resulted in a maximum average hourly
impact at an hour not responsible for the maximum solar production. More specifically,
it was estimated that the maximum absolute impact would be caused on average at hour
9, decreasing its average price by 0,78e/MWh when this was at 24,44 e/MWh, while
the maximum production occurs always at hours 12 and 13. Furthermore, the following
most affected six hours had all similar average market price, between the 24,44 e/MWh
and 22,24 e/MWh, and resulted in an average impact ranging from 0,78e/MWh and
0,47e/MWh.
Consequently, it can be concluded that, which ever the approach, the simulations seem
to present a price, before technical restrictions, more sensitive to the penetration of solar
PV as this gets closer to the interval of 23 e/MWh - 24 e/MWh, with the impact around
such region ranging between 0,6 and 0,9 e/MWh. These results are explained by the
fact that when market prices are at really low values it is renewable technology or hydro
power that is setting the price. Thus, the penetration of additional solar PV in the mix
will simply add more renewable production removing not so more expensive technology
from the dispatched mix. On the other hand, when market prices are high is because
thermal power plants are not only setting the price but heavily present in the dispatched
mix. Therefore, the penetration of the solar PV considered on the base scenario would
not be enough to remove all the most expensive thermal units from the dispatched mix
and the prices would still be set by such units. Finally, between such low and high prices,
the solar PV penetration of the base scenario would have the opportunity to remove more
expensive technologies from the dispatched mix and would cause a higher impact on the
market prices.
Finally, table 6.1 specifies the most significant results derived from the study. Note
that the scenario Without PV corresponds to the actual results of 2016 retrieved from
OMIE and scenario With PV to scenario of 2016 impacted by the integration of the 480
MWp of solar PV.
Such results, if extrapolating each day’s data to the rest of the respective month,
would imply an annual difference of e411 034,3 in revenues for the base scenario which is
equivalent to a in impact in annual revenues of 856 e/MWp installed.
To conclude, this thesis developed a model to improve the economic assessment of any
potential new production unit penetration in the energy. It should be used before esti-
mating the revenues of the project as it allows to quantify the impact that the production
unit itself would have on the market prices.
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Without PV With PV
Result Date Result Date
Max price 57,61e/MWh H9 - Dec 15th 57,42e/MWh H9 - Dec 15th
Min price 1e/MWh H19 - May 16th 1e/MWh H19 - May 16th
Max average daily
price
54,25e/MWh Dec 15th 53,97e/MWh Dec 15th
Min average daily price 1,78e/MWh Feb 15th 1,7e/MWh Feb 15th
Max average hourly
price
25,32e/MWh H8 25,17e/MWh H8
Min average hourly
price
14,68e/MWh H19 14,67e/MWh H19
Max absolute impact 5,2e/MWh H9 - Jan 12th 5,2e/MWh H9 - Jan 12th
Min absolute impact 0,00e/MWh 28 hours 0,00e/MWh 28 hours
Max relative impact 28,58% H9 - Jan 12th 28,58% H9 - Jan 12th
Min relative impact 0,00% 28 hours 0,00% 28 hours
Max average absolute
daily impact
0,93e/MWh Aug 15th 0,93e/MWh Aug 15th
Min average absolute
daily impact
0,08e/MWh Feb 15th and
Nov 15th
0,08e/MWh Feb 15th and
Nov 15th
Max average relative
daily impact
8,52% Jan 12th 8,52% Jan 12th
Min average relative
daily impact
0,19% Nov 15th 0,19% Nov 15th
Max average absolute
hourly impact
0,78e/MWh H9 0,78e/MWh H9
Min average absolute
hourly impact
0,01e/MWh H19 0,01e/MWh H19
Max average relative
hourly impact
3,21e/MWh H9 3,21e/MWh H9
Min average relative
hourly impact
0,07% H19 0,07% H19
Table 6.1: Significant figures of calculated results.
However, even considering that the model demonstrated to able of presenting reliable,
or at least legitimate, results it is important to remark that the calculations were submitted
to several restrictions. Firstly, the integration of the different additional solar PV units
combining the 480 MWp as one single power plant with equivalent capacity. Secondly, the
prices and market conditions belonged to 2016, which had its own intrinsic parameters such
as hydro power available production and current oil global price, which will be different
in other years and that will influence the results. Thirdly, the sample size was limited to
12 days which does not represent in the best way the whole year and might not include
all the possible variations in terms of energy mix.
Therefore, for additional work it could be be considered an analysis of different sce-
narios including prices with technical restrictions, situations of market splitting and a
stronger international connection between the Iberian peninsula and other countries as it
is expected to increase until a single European market is achieved.
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Appendix A
Matlab Code
Step 1: Defining the curves - Hour 8 of January as example
1 %Import data from Excel%
2 TD=x l s r e ad ( ’ cu rvas j an h8 ’ , ’ Sheet2 ’ , ’A:B ’ ) ;
3 TS=x l s r e ad ( ’ cu rva s j an h8 ’ , ’ Sheet2 ’ , ’C:D ’ ) ;
4 TSPV=x l s r e ad ( ’ cu rvas j an h8 ’ , ’ Sheet2 ’ , ’E :F ’ ) ;
5 demand=TD( : , 1 ) ;
6 priceD=TD( : , 2 ) ;
7 supply=TS ( : , 1 ) ;
8 pr i c eS=TS ( : , 2 ) ;
9 supplyPV=TSPV( : , 1 ) ;
10 priceSPV=TSPV( : , 2 ) ;
11
12 %I n t e r p o l a t e%
13 xqD=0 :0 . 1 : 70000 ;
14 VD=inte rp1 (demand , priceD , xqD) ;
15 xqS =0 :0 . 1 : 70000 ;
16 VS=int e rp1 ( supply , pr iceS , xqS ) ;
17 xqSPV=0 :0 . 1 : 70000 ;
18 VSPV=int e rp1 ( supplyPV , priceSPV , xqSPV) ;
19
20 %Calcu la te i n t e r s e c t i o n%
21 i n t e r s e c c t i o n = f i n d (VD − VS < eps , 1) ; %// Index o f coo rd inate
in array
22 power jan h8 = xqD( i n t e r s e c c t i o n ) ;
23 p r i c e j a n h 8 = VD( i n t e r s e c c t i o n ) ;
24 i n t e r s ecc t i onPV = f i n d (VD − VSPV < eps , 1) ; %// Index o f
coo rd inate in array
25 power jan h8 PV= xqD( inte r s ecc t i onPV ) ;
26 pr ice jan h8 PV = VD( inte r s ecc t i onPV ) ;
27
28 %Plot graph%
29 p lo t (xqD ,VD) ;
30 hold on
31 p lo t ( xqS ,VS) ;
32 hold on
33 p lo t (xqSPV ,VSPV, ’−− ’ ) ;
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Step 2: Compiling all the files
1 %% Compilation o f r e s u l t s , 3 min to run%%
2 c l e a r a l l ;
3
4 %January
5 jan h8 ; jan h9 ; jan h10 ; jan h11 ; jan h12 ; jan h13 ; jan h14 ; jan h15 ;
jan h16 ; jan h17 ;
6
7 %February
8 f eb h8 ; f eb h9 ; f eb h10 ; f eb h11 ; f eb h12 ; f eb h13 ; f eb h14 ; f eb h15 ;
f eb h16 ; f eb h17 ; f eb h18 ;
9
10 %March
11 mar h7 ; mar h8 ; mar h9 ; mar h10 ; mar h11 ; mar h12 ; mar h13 ; mar h14 ;
mar h15 ; mar h16 ; mar h17 ; mar h18 ;
12
13 %Apr i l
14 apr h6 ; apr h7 ; apr h8 ; apr h9 ; apr h10 ; apr h11 ; apr h12 ; apr h13 ;
apr h14 ; apr h15 ; apr h16 ; apr h17 ; apr h18 ;
15 apr h19 ;
16
17 %May
18 may h6 ; may h7 ; may h8 ; may h9 ; may h10 ; may h11 ; may h12 ; may h13 ;
may h14 ; may h15 ; may h16 ; may h17 ; may h18 ;
19 may h19 ;
20
21 %June
22 jun h6 ; jun h7 ; jun h8 ; jun h9 ; jun h10 ; jun h11 ; jun h12 ; jun h13 ;
jun h14 ; jun h15 ; jun h16 ; jun h17 ; jun h18 ;
23 jun h19 ; jun h20
24
25 %July
26 j u l h 6 ; j u l h 7 ; j u l h 8 ; j u l h 9 ; j u l h 1 0 ; j u l h 1 1 ; j u l h 1 2 ; j u l h 1 3 ;
j u l h 1 4 ; j u l h 1 5 ; j u l h 1 6 ; j u l h 1 7 ; j u l h 1 8 ;
27 j u l h 1 9 ; j u l h 2 0 ;
28
29 %August
30 aug h6 ; aug h7 ; aug h8 ; aug h9 ; aug h10 ; aug h11 ; aug h12 ; aug h13 ;
aug h14 ; aug h15 ; aug h16 ; aug h17 ; aug h18 ;
31 aug h19 ;
32
33 %September
34 sep h7 ; sep h8 ; sep h9 ; sep h10 ; sep h11 ; sep h12 ; sep h13 ; sep h14 ;
sep h15 ; sep h16 ; sep h17 ; sep h18 ; sep h19 ;
35
36 %October
37 oct h7 ; oct h8 ; oct h9 ; oct h10 ; oct h11 ; oct h12 ; oct h13 ; oct h14 ;
oct h15 ; oct h16 ; oct h17 ; oct h18 ;
38
39 %November
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40 nov h8 ; nov h9 ; nov h10 ; nov h11 ; nov h12 ; nov h13 ; nov h14 ; nov h15 ;
nov h16 ; nov h17 ;
41
42 %December
43 dec h8 ; dec h9 ; dec h10 ; dec h11 ; dec h12 ; dec h13 ; dec h14 ; dec h15 ;
dec h16 ; dec h17 ;
Step 3: Working the Results - January as example
1 %% January
2 % begin c o l o r l i s t
3 myblue=’ [ 0 0 . 5 1 ] ’ ;
4 mytextblue=’ [ 0 0 . 1 1 ] ’ ;
5 myorange=’ [ 1 . 5 0 ] ’ ;
6 mytextorange=’ [ 1 . 2 0 ] ’ ;
7 mygreen=’ [ 0 0 .7 0 . 3 ] ’ ;
8 mytextgreen=’ [ 0 0 .4 0 . 3 ] ’ ;
9 % end c o l o r l i s t
10 j a n p r i c e a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 8 ; p r i c e j a n h 9 ; p r i c e j a n h 1 0 ;
p r i c e j a n h 1 1 ; p r i c e j a n h 1 2 ; p r i c e j a n h 1 3 ; p r i c e j a n h 1 4 ;
p r i c e j a n h 1 5 ;
11 p r i c e j a n h 1 6 ; p r i c e j a n h 1 7 ] ;
12
13 j an pr i c e a r ray PV =[ pr i ce jan h8 PV ; pr i ce jan h9 PV ;
pr ice jan h10 PV ; pr ice jan h11 PV ; pr ice jan h12 PV ;
pr ice jan h13 PV ; pr ice jan h14 PV ;
14 pr ice jan h15 PV ; pr ice jan h16 PV ; pr ice jan h17 PV ] ;
15
16 jan combined =[ j a n p r i c e a r r a y ( : ) , j an pr i c e a r ray PV ( : ) ] ;
17
18 j an impact abs=( j a n p r i c e a r r a y−j an pr i c e a r ray PV ) ;
19 j an impact pe rc =( jan impact abs . / j a n p r i c e a r r a y ) ∗100 ;
20
21 j an hour s =8:17;
22
23 %Display Resu l t s
24 f i g u r e
25 subplot ( 2 , 2 , [ 1 , 2 ] ) ; %f i r s t bar chart
26 hb1=bar ( jan hours , jan combined , 0 . 8 , ’ grouped ’ ) ;
27 hb1 (1) . FaceColor = myblue ;
28 hb1 (2) . FaceColor = ’ red ’ ;
29 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
30 y l a b e l ( ’ E l e c t r i c i t y Pr i ce ( Eur/MWh) ’ )
31
32 t i t l e ( ’JANUARY 12 th 2016 ’ )
33 t ex t ( jan hours , jan combined ( : , 1 ) , num2str ( jan combined ( : , 1 ) , ’ %0.2
f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ r i g h t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom
’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mytextblue ) ;
34 t ex t ( jan hours , jan combined ( : , 2 ) , num2str ( jan combined ( : , 2 ) , ’ %0.2
f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ l e f t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom ’
, ’ c o l o r ’ , ’ red ’ ) ;
35 l egend1 jan = legend ( hb1 ( : ) , ’ Real s i t u a t i o n ’ , ’ S i t u a t i o n with
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a d d i t i o n a l 480 MW of So la r PV’ ) ;
36 ax = gca ; % current axes
37 ax . YLim = [ 0 2 2 ] ;
38
39 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) ; %second bar chart
40 hb2=bar ( jan hours , jan impact abs , ’ FaceColor ’ , myorange ) ;
41 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
42 y l a b e l ( ’ Absolute Impact ( Eur/MWh) ’ ) % l e f t y−a x i s
43 t ex t ( jan hours , jan impact abs , num2str ( jan impact abs , ’ %0.2 f ’ ) , ’
Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom ’ , ’
c o l o r ’ , mytextorange ) ;
44 l egend2 jan=legend ( hb2 , ’ Absolute impact ’ ) ;
45
46 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 4 ) ; %Third bar chart
47 hb3=bar ( jan hours , jan impact perc , ’ FaceColor ’ , mygreen ) ;
48 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
49 y l a b e l ( ’ Re l a t i v e Impact (%) ’ ) ;
50 t ex t ( jan hours , jan impact perc , num2str ( jan impact perc , ’ %0.2 f ’ ) ,
’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom ’ , ’
c o l o r ’ , mytextgreen ) ;
51 l egend3 jan=legend ( hb3 , ’ Re l a t i v e impact ’ ) ;
52 ax = gca ; % current axes
53 ax . YLim = [ 0 3 5 ] ;
54
55 j a n p r i c e a v g=mean( j a n p r i c e a r r a y ) ;
56 jan pr icePV avg=mean( jan pr i c e a r ray PV ) ;
57
58 j an impact pe rc avg=mean( jan impact pe rc ) ;
59 j an impact abs avg=mean( jan impact abs ) ;
60
61 %% Repeat f o r every month
62 % . . . . . .
63 %% Def in ing new ve c t o r s needed f o r Conclus ion
64
65
66 %d e f i n i n g p r i c e s per hour in v e c t o r s
67 p r i c e h 6 a r r a y =[ p r i c e a p r h 6 ; pr ice may h6 ; p r i c e j u n h 6 ;
p r i c e j u l h 6 ; p r i c e aug h6 ] ;
68 p r i c e h 7 a r r a y =[ pr i ce mar h7 ; p r i c e a p r h 7 ; pr ice may h7 ;
p r i c e j u n h 7 ; p r i c e j u l h 7 ; p r i c e aug h7 ; p r i c e s e p h 7 ;
69 p r i c e o c t h 7 ] ;
70 p r i c e h 8 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 8 ; p r i c e f e b h 8 ; pr i ce mar h8 ;
p r i c e a p r h 8 ; pr ice may h8 ; p r i c e j u n h 8 ; p r i c e j u l h 8 ;
71 pr i c e aug h8 ; p r i c e s e p h 8 ; p r i c e o c t h 8 ;
p r i c e nov h8 ; p r i c e d e c h 8 ] ;
72 p r i c e h 9 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 9 ; p r i c e f e b h 9 ; pr i ce mar h9 ;
p r i c e a p r h 9 ; pr ice may h9 ; p r i c e j u n h 9 ; p r i c e j u l h 9 ;
73 pr i c e aug h9 ; p r i c e s e p h 9 ; p r i c e o c t h 9 ;
p r i c e nov h9 ; p r i c e d e c h 9 ] ;
74 p r i c e h 1 0 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 0 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 0 ; pr i ce mar h10 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 0 ; pr ice may h10 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 0 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 0 ;
81
75 pr i c e aug h10 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 0 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 0 ;
p r i c e nov h10 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 0 ] ;
76 p r i c e h 1 1 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 1 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 1 ; pr i ce mar h11 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 1 ; pr ice may h11 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 1 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 1 ;
77 pr i c e aug h11 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 1 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 1 ;
p r i c e nov h11 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 1 ] ;
78 p r i c e h 1 2 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 2 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 2 ; pr i ce mar h12 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 2 ; pr ice may h12 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 2 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 2 ;
79 pr i c e aug h12 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 2 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 2 ;
p r i c e nov h12 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 2 ] ;
80 p r i c e h 1 3 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 3 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 3 ; pr i ce mar h13 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 3 ; pr ice may h13 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 3 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 3 ;
81 pr i c e aug h13 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 3 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 3 ;
p r i c e nov h13 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 3 ] ;
82 p r i c e h 1 4 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 4 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 4 ; pr i ce mar h14 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 4 ; pr ice may h14 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 4 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 4 ;
83 pr i c e aug h14 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 4 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 4 ;
p r i c e nov h14 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 4 ] ;
84 p r i c e h 1 5 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 5 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 5 ; pr i ce mar h15 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 5 ; pr ice may h15 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 5 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 5 ;
85 pr i c e aug h15 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 5 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 5 ;
p r i c e nov h15 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 5 ] ;
86 p r i c e h 1 6 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 6 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 6 ; pr i ce mar h16 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 6 ; pr ice may h16 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 6 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 6 ;
87 pr i c e aug h16 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 6 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 6 ;
p r i c e nov h16 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 6 ] ;
88
89 p r i c e h 1 7 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j a n h 1 7 ; p r i c e f e b h 1 7 ; pr i ce mar h17 ;
p r i c e a p r h 1 7 ; pr ice may h17 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 7 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 7 ;
90 pr i c e aug h17 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 7 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 7 ;
p r i c e nov h17 ; p r i c e d e c h 1 7 ] ;
91
92 p r i c e h 1 8 a r r a y =[ p r i c e f e b h 1 8 ; pr i ce mar h18 ; p r i c e a p r h 1 8 ;
pr ice may h18 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 8 ; p r i c e j u l h 1 8 ;
93 pr i c e aug h18 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 8 ; p r i c e o c t h 1 8 ] ;
94
95 p r i c e h 1 9 a r r a y =[ p r i c e a p r h 1 9 ; pr ice may h19 ; p r i c e j u n h 1 9 ;
p r i c e j u l h 1 9 ;
96 pr i c e aug h19 ; p r i c e s e p h 1 9 ] ;
97
98 p r i c e h 2 0 a r r a y =[ p r i c e j u n h 2 0 ; p r i c e j u l h 2 0 ] ;
99
100 %−−−−− For new p r i c e s
101 pr ice h6 PV array =[ pr ice apr h6 PV ; price may h6 PV ;
pr ice jun h6 PV ; p r i c e ju l h6 PV ; pr ice aug h6 PV ] ;
102 pr ice h7 PV array =[ price mar h7 PV ; pr ice apr h7 PV ;
price may h7 PV ; pr ice jun h7 PV ; p r i c e ju l h7 PV ;
103 price aug h7 PV ; pr ice sep h7 PV ; p r i c e o c t h 7
] ;
104 pr ice h8 PV array =[ pr i ce jan h8 PV ; pr i ce f eb h8 PV ;
price mar h8 PV ; pr ice apr h8 PV ; price may h8 PV ;
82
105 pr ice jun h8 PV ; p r i c e ju l h8 PV ;
106 price aug h8 PV ; pr ice sep h8 PV ; pr i ce oct h8 PV ;
price nov h8 PV ; pr ice dec h8 PV ] ;
107 pr ice h9 PV array =[ pr i ce jan h9 PV ; pr i ce f eb h9 PV ;
price mar h9 PV ; pr ice apr h9 PV ; price may h9 PV ;
pr ice jun h9 PV ; p r i c e ju l h9 PV ;
108 price aug h9 PV ; pr ice sep h9 PV ; pr i ce oct h9 PV ;
price nov h9 PV ; pr ice dec h9 PV ] ;
109 pr ice h10 PV array =[ pr ice jan h10 PV ; pr i ce f eb h10 PV ;
price mar h10 PV ; pr ice apr h10 PV ; price may h10 PV ;
pr ice jun h10 PV ; pr i c e ju l h10 PV ;
110 price aug h10 PV ; pr ice sep h10 PV ;
pr i ce oct h10 PV ; price nov h10 PV ;
pr ice dec h10 PV ] ;
111 pr ice h11 PV array =[ pr ice jan h11 PV ; pr i ce f eb h11 PV ;
price mar h11 PV ; pr ice apr h11 PV ; price may h11 PV ;
pr ice jun h11 PV ; pr i c e ju l h11 PV ;
112 price aug h11 PV ; pr ice sep h11 PV ;
pr i ce oct h11 PV ; price nov h11 PV ;
pr ice dec h11 PV ] ;
113 pr ice h12 PV array =[ pr ice jan h12 PV ; pr i ce f eb h12 PV ;
price mar h12 PV ; pr ice apr h12 PV ; price may h12 PV ;
pr ice jun h12 PV ; pr i c e ju l h12 PV ;
114 price aug h12 PV ; pr ice sep h12 PV ;
pr i ce oct h12 PV ; price nov h12 PV ;
pr ice dec h12 PV ] ;
115 pr ice h13 PV array =[ pr ice jan h13 PV ; pr i ce f eb h13 PV ;
price mar h13 PV ; pr ice apr h13 PV ; price may h13 PV ;
pr ice jun h13 PV ; pr i c e ju l h13 PV ;
116 price aug h13 PV ; pr ice sep h13 PV ;
pr i ce oct h13 PV ; price nov h13 PV ;
pr ice dec h13 PV ] ;
117 pr ice h14 PV array =[ pr ice jan h14 PV ; pr i ce f eb h14 PV ;
price mar h14 PV ; pr ice apr h14 PV ; price may h14 PV ;
pr ice jun h14 PV ; pr i c e ju l h14 PV ;
118 price aug h14 PV ; pr ice sep h14 PV ;
pr i ce oct h14 PV ; price nov h14 PV ;
pr ice dec h14 PV ] ;
119 pr ice h15 PV array =[ pr ice jan h15 PV ; pr i ce f eb h15 PV ;
price mar h15 PV ; pr ice apr h15 PV ; price may h15 PV ;
pr ice jun h15 PV ; pr i c e ju l h15 PV ;
120 price aug h15 PV ; pr ice sep h15 PV ;
pr i ce oct h15 PV ; price nov h15 PV ;
pr ice dec h15 PV ] ;
121 pr ice h16 PV array =[ pr ice jan h16 PV ; pr i ce f eb h16 PV ;
price mar h16 PV ; pr ice apr h16 PV ; price may h16 PV ;
pr ice jun h16 PV ; pr i c e ju l h16 PV ;
122 price aug h16 PV ; pr ice sep h16 PV ;
pr i ce oct h16 PV ; price nov h16 PV ;
pr ice dec h16 PV ] ;
123 pr ice h17 PV array =[ pr ice jan h17 PV ; pr i ce f eb h17 PV ;
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price mar h17 PV ; pr ice apr h17 PV ; price may h17 PV ;
pr ice jun h17 PV ; pr i c e ju l h17 PV ;
124 price aug h17 PV ; pr ice sep h17 PV ;
pr i ce oct h17 PV ; price nov h17 PV ;
pr ice dec h17 PV ] ;
125 pr ice h18 PV array =[ pr i ce f eb h18 PV ; price mar h18 PV ;
pr ice apr h18 PV ; price may h18 PV ; pr ice jun h18 PV ;
pr i c e ju l h18 PV ;
126 price aug h18 PV ; pr ice sep h18 PV ;
pr i ce oct h18 PV ] ;
127 pr ice h19 PV array =[ pr ice apr h19 PV ; price may h19 PV ;
pr ice jun h19 PV ; pr i c e ju l h19 PV ;
128 price aug h19 PV ; pr ice sep h19 PV ] ;
129 pr ice h20 PV array =[ pr ice jun h20 PV ; pr i c e ju l h20 PV ] ;
130
131
132 %% Average p r i c e per hour
133 pr i c e h6 avg=mean( p r i c e h 6 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h6 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h6 PV array ) ;
134 pr i c e h7 avg=mean( p r i c e h 7 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h7 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h7 PV array ) ;
135 pr i c e h8 avg=mean( p r i c e h 8 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h8 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h8 PV array ) ;
136 pr i c e h9 avg=mean( p r i c e h 9 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h9 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h9 PV array ) ;
137 pr i c e h10 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 0 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h10 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h10 PV array ) ;
138 pr i c e h11 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 1 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h11 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h11 PV array ) ;
139 pr i c e h12 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 2 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h12 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h12 PV array ) ;
140 pr i c e h13 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 3 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h13 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h13 PV array ) ;
141 pr i c e h14 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 4 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h14 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h14 PV array ) ;
142 pr i c e h15 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 5 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h15 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h15 PV array ) ;
143 pr i c e h16 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 6 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h16 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h16 PV array ) ;
144 pr i c e h17 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 7 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h17 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h17 PV array ) ;
145 pr i c e h18 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 8 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h18 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h18 PV array ) ;
146 pr i c e h19 avg=mean( p r i c e h 1 9 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h19 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h19 PV array ) ;
147 pr i c e h20 avg=mean( p r i c e h 2 0 a r r a y ) ; pr ice h20 PV avg=mean(
pr i ce h20 PV array ) ;
148
149 %put i t in the vec to r form
150 pr i ce avg byhour =[ p r i c e h6 avg ; p r i c e h7 avg ; p r i c e h8 avg ;
p r i c e h9 avg ; p r i c e h10 avg ; p r i c e h11 avg ;
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151 pr i c e h12 avg ; p r i c e h13 avg ; p r i c e h14 avg ; p r i c e h15 avg ;
p r i c e h16 avg ; p r i c e h17 avg ; p r i c e h18 avg ;
152 pr i c e h19 avg ; p r i c e h20 avg ] ;
153
154 pricePV avg byhour =[ pr ice h6 PV avg ; pr ice h7 PV avg ;
pr ice h8 PV avg ; pr ice h9 PV avg ; pr ice h10 PV avg ;
pr ice h11 PV avg ;
155 price h12 PV avg ; pr ice h13 PV avg ; pr ice h14 PV avg ;
pr ice h15 PV avg ; pr ice h16 PV avg ; pr ice h17 PV avg ;
pr ice h18 PV avg ;
156 price h19 PV avg ; pr ice h20 PV avg ] ;
157
158
159 byhour combined=[ pr i ce avg byhour ( : ) , pricePV avg byhour ( : ) ] ;
160
161 hours =6:20;
162 % Calcu la te Impacts
163 impact byhour abs=(pr ice avg byhour−pricePV avg byhour ) ;
164 impact byhour perc=( impact byhour abs . / pr i ce avg byhour ) ∗100 ;
165
166 %Display the r e s u l t s
167 f i g u r e
168
169 mynewgreen = [ 1 49 8 ] . / 255 ;
170 subplot ( 2 , 2 , [ 1 , 2 ] ) ; %f i r s t bar chart
171 hb1=bar ( hours , byhour combined , 0 . 8 , ’ grouped ’ ) ;
172 hb1 (1) . FaceColor = ’ [ 0 . 1 0 .5 0 . 2 ] ’ ;
173 hb1 (2) . FaceColor = mytextorange ;
174 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
175 y l a b e l ( ’ E l e c t r i c i t y Pr i ce ( Eur/MWh) ’ )
176
177 t i t l e ( ’ Average − by Hour ’ )
178 t ex t ( hours , byhour combined ( : , 1 ) , num2str ( byhour combined ( : , 1 ) , ’
%0.2 f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ r i g h t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’
bottom ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mynewgreen ) ;
179 t ex t ( hours , byhour combined ( : , 2 ) , num2str ( byhour combined ( : , 2 ) , ’
%0.2 f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ l e f t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’
bottom ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mytextorange ) ;
180 l egend1dec = legend ( hb1 ( : ) , ’ Average p r i c e be f o r e s imu la t i on s ’ , ’
Average p r i c e a f t e r s imu la t i on s ’ ) ;
181 mynewblue = [11 36 89 ] . / 255 ;
182 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) ; %second bar chart
183 hb2=bar ( hours , impact byhour abs , ’ FaceColor ’ , mynewblue ) ;
184 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
185 y l a b e l ( ’ Absolute Impact ( Eur/MWh) ’ ) % l e f t y−a x i s
186 t ex t ( hours , impact byhour abs , num2str ( impact byhour abs , ’ %0.2 f ’ ) ,
’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom ’ , ’
c o l o r ’ , mynewblue ) ;
187 l egend2dec=legend ( hb2 , ’ Absolute impact ’ ) ;
188 ax = gca ; % current axes
189 ax . YLim = [ 0 0 . 9 ] ;
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190
191 mynewred = [163 51 40 ] . / 255 ;
192 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 4 ) ; %Third bar chart
193 hb3=bar ( hours , impact byhour perc , ’ FaceColor ’ , mynewred ) ;
194 x l a b e l ( ’ Hour o f the Day (h) ’ )
195 y l a b e l ( ’ Re l a t i v e Impact (%) ’ ) ;
196 t ex t ( hours , impact byhour perc , num2str ( impact byhour perc , ’ %0.2 f ’
) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom ’
, ’ c o l o r ’ , mynewred ) ;
197 l egend3dec=legend ( hb3 , ’ Re l a t i v e impact ’ ) ;
198
199 %% Average p r i c e per month/day
200 price avg bymonth =[ j a n p r i c e a v g ; f e b p r i c e a v g ; mar pr i ce avg ;
a p r p r i c e a v g ;
201 may price avg ; j u n p r i c e a v g ; j u l p r i c e a v g ;
aug pr i c e avg ;
202 s e p p r i c e a v g ; o c t p r i c e a v g ; nov pr i c e avg ;
d e c p r i c e a v g ] ;
203
204 pricePV avg bymonth=[ jan pr icePV avg ; feb pr icePV avg ;
mar pricePV avg ; apr pr icePV avg ;
205 may pricePV avg ; jun pr icePV avg ;
ju l p r i c ePV avg ; aug pricePV avg ;
206 sep pr icePV avg ; oct pr icePV avg ;
nov pricePV avg ; dec pr icePV avg ] ;
207
208 bymonth combined=[ price avg bymonth ( : ) , pricePV avg bymonth ( : ) ] ;
209 months = [ 1 : 1 2 ] ;
210 %Calcu la te Impacts
211 impact bymonth abs=(price avg bymonth−pricePV avg bymonth ) ;
212 impact bymonth perc=(impact bymonth abs . / price avg bymonth ) ∗100 ;
213
214 %Display Resu l t s
215 f i g u r e
216
217 mynewgreen = [ 1 49 8 ] . / 255 ;
218 subplot ( 2 , 2 , [ 1 , 2 ] ) ; %f i r s t bar chart
219 hb1=bar ( months , bymonth combined , 0 . 8 , ’ grouped ’ ) ;
220 hb1 (1) . FaceColor = ’ [ 0 . 1 0 .5 0 . 2 ] ’ ;
221 hb1 (2) . FaceColor = mytextorange ;
222 x l a b e l ( ’Month ’ )
223 y l a b e l ( ’ E l e c t r i c i t y Pr i ce ( Eur/MWh) ’ )
224
225 t i t l e ( ’ Average − by Month ’ )
226 t ex t ( months , bymonth combined ( : , 1 ) , num2str ( bymonth combined ( : , 1 ) ,
’ %0.2 f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ r i g h t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’
bottom ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mynewgreen ) ;
227 t ex t ( months , bymonth combined ( : , 2 ) , num2str ( bymonth combined ( : , 2 ) ,
’ %0.2 f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ l e f t ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’
bottom ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mytextorange ) ;
228 l egend1dec = legend ( hb1 ( : ) , ’ Average p r i c e be f o r e s imu la t i on s ’ , ’
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Average p r i c e a f t e r s imu la t i on s ’ ) ;
229 mynewblue = [11 36 89 ] . / 255 ;
230 s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 1 2 , . . .
231 ’ x t i c k l a b e l ’ ,{ ’ Jan 12 th ’ , ’ Feb 15 th ’ , ’Mar 15 th ’ , ’Apr 11 th ’ , ’May
16 th ’ , ’ Jun 23 rd ’ , ’ Jul 14 th ’ , ’Aug 15 th ’ , ’ Sep 15 th ’ , ’ Oct 14 th ’
, ’Nov 15 th ’ , ’ Dec 15 th ’ }) ;
232 ax = gca ; % current axes
233 ax . YLim = [ 0 6 5 ] ;
234 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 3 ) ; %second bar chart
235 hb2=bar ( months , impact bymonth abs , ’ FaceColor ’ , mynewblue ) ;
236 x l a b e l ( ’Month ’ )
237 y l a b e l ( ’ Absolute Impact ( Eur/MWh) ’ ) % l e f t y−a x i s
238 t ex t ( months , impact bymonth abs , num2str ( impact bymonth abs , ’ %0.2 f
’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’ bottom
’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mynewblue ) ;
239 l egend2dec=legend ( hb2 , ’ Absolute impact ’ ) ;
240 s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 1 2 , . . .
241 ’ x t i c k l a b e l ’ ,{ ’ Jan ’ , ’ Feb ’ , ’Mar ’ , ’Apr ’ , ’May ’ , ’ Jun ’ , ’ Jul ’ , ’Aug ’ , ’
Sep ’ , ’ Oct ’ , ’Nov ’ , ’ Dec ’ }) ;
242 ax = gca ; % current axes
243 ax . YLim = [ 0 1 . 0 5 ] ;
244
245 mynewred = [163 51 40 ] . / 255 ;
246 subplot ( 2 , 2 , 4 ) ; %Third bar chart
247 hb3=bar ( months , impact bymonth perc , ’ FaceColor ’ , mynewred ) ;
248 x l a b e l ( ’Month ’ )
249 y l a b e l ( ’ Re l a t i v e Impact (%) ’ ) ;
250 t ex t ( months , impact bymonth perc , num2str ( impact bymonth perc , ’
%0.2 f ’ ) , ’ Hor izontalAl ignment ’ , ’ c en t e r ’ , ’ Vert i ca lAl ignment ’ , ’
bottom ’ , ’ c o l o r ’ , mynewred ) ;
251 l egend3dec=legend ( hb3 , ’ Re l a t i v e impact ’ ) ;
252 ax = gca ; % current axes
253 ax . YLim = [ 0 1 0 ] ;
254 s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 1 2 , . . .
255 ’ x t i c k l a b e l ’ ,{ ’ Jan ’ , ’ Feb ’ , ’Mar ’ , ’Apr ’ , ’May ’ , ’ Jun ’ , ’ Jul ’ , ’Aug ’ , ’
Sep ’ , ’ Oct ’ , ’Nov ’ , ’ Dec ’ }) ;
256 %% Al l impacts mean
257 a l l impact s sum=sum( jan impact abs )+sum( feb impact abs )+sum(
mar impact abs )+sum( apr impact abs )+sum( may impact abs )+sum(
jun impact abs )+sum( j u l i m p a c t a b s )+sum( aug impact abs )+sum(
sep impact abs )+sum( oct impact abs )+sum( nov impact abs )+sum(
dec impact abs ) ;
258 a l l i m p a c t s c o u n t=numel ( jan impact abs )+numel ( f eb impact abs )+
numel ( mar impact abs )+numel ( apr impact abs )+numel (
may impact abs )+numel ( jun impact abs )+numel ( j u l i m p a c t a b s )
. . .
259 +numel ( aug impact abs )+numel ( sep impact abs )+numel (
oc t impact abs )+numel ( nov impact abs )+numel ( dec impact abs ) ;
260 a l l impacts mean=al l impact s sum / a l l i m p a c t s c o u n t ;
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